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Continues  

 
 

 
Coded media telling us about the reversal of constellations. Hevelius died January J687. Sextans is in reverse as are all the others 

Hevelius used The Triple Method to cipher this image. A more full description appears in St GERMAIN Pt 2. 
In this way the estabslishment could not say the astronomers “had merely copied each others’ errors”. 

Image which is below this caption: 
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J718 woodcut (C+F+717) this water was reported to come up from the ground 

 
 

 
We, here sitting in the year 1346C.E., can read this media only with jaded & jaundiced eyes. Let us see what we can see. 

One black sun. One disturbed sun. Stars very close to the horizon because once upon a time in my own lifetime, the stars 

were never seen on or near the horizon due to our much larger atmosphere interfering. All in the darkness.The trees are a big 

clue with those reading from the left as the first, fifth & sixth cut down, or reading from the right, the fifth & sixth cut down. 

I would take these as olive trees, to be read as century/ages. We do not know without going and eyeballing the picture physically, if 

this is a media in reverse. Fashions? Not what we know as “Roman”, but more as “medieval”. The black globe being held 

has no latitudes. The horse measuring stick at half mast tells us they are measuring the calendar/season and the compass 

dividers are repeating that this information is about maps. Maps and seasons. If only we can read the text in the book. Just 

another clue that Güttenberg & mechanical printing or at least, his book binding & not as manuscript binding, was much earlier. 
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  e grande frutto in nella sommità di sé             (UINSI/VINCI – directives gave permission to « affricate » words)   
  the English:  and the topmost remarkable fruit within itself  (DNA)   

MINSTREL NOSTRADAMUS, LEONARDO DA UINSI  MET TEN ELOIM : MERITS  SETTING FILM TRIMMING  FIRMAMENT FILAMENT 
SEGMENT TERMED GIFTED FIGMENT – LEFT GRIMMEST NET  (either internet of things or Reticuli greys) ISN’T FIT FOR GEM. Earth 
Calculee fus l'Orizon de la treƒtriumphante, treƒ- 
FLUENT HORIZON REALM FRETFUL, IN FLAMES,  FIRMAMENT FELL FULL TERM ON TRUE ANIMAL FARM  (EARTH IS NOT FLAT)  
ELITE LEFT PLANET, RUN IN RETICULATED  SPACESUITS*  ELM-MA DATE – MET THEIR  FRENULUM/flimsy CONNECTION  FATE  
REFER  the "final baby" quatrein  "IF ONLY FINAL CHILD"  

TELL NAME DOREAN LETTER-NUMERAL (TAU numeral CETI POLICE DEPT), TEN,   ALL MERE  MATTER, FLEUU OCEANS  UP FLUFF;   
NOT POLARIZED (FATHER'S UUELL-RUN AFTER-EFFECT)  
PRAISE MATURE MANTIDS  ELOHIM TEAM ALERT: RAPEL, RETURN EARTH, NULLIFIES M.E. MUFFLED  UP UUARMER, MILD 
ORION NET CERN DEFAULTED OFF-CENTER CHEMTRAILS ONCE PENETRATE FECULANT NECROTIZED FELL'D CONTENT-FREE  
PRESIDENT TRUMP AFFECTS EFFORTS, DRAFTS POTUS EDICT (Executive Orders) PRIZED NATURE'S UUONDER  
*SPACESUITS – recall the ordnance warning that there is a fault in those space suits tendered out by Haliburton – to China 
 

➢ ELM-MA DATE   all of September to end of Libra, October 21st. I wonder if they are leaving Earth in order to avoid that 
warning in the Epistle “and it will be in October that everyone will think she has lost her gravity...” If they do, they will  
take their ‘FINAL BABY BOY’ with them  £  2624 8 96 3 REFER  their "final baby" quatrein  "IF ONLY PULLED ON FINAL CHILDS SUIT"  
 

 

 

So how many such ‘iron planets’ do you think there 
are ‘orbiting  a ‘red dwarf star’ 
 

It is not what is stated here, it is what is omitted. 
This is Urri, or as Nostradamus calls it, Uriah and 
the red  ‘dwarf stsar’ is half the size of our sun, with 
many names 

This is the pinball in the machine we need to dodge, which sends the elite on a terminal fate 
 

Many grovelling Thanks from me to Gina Utz 

for pointing this out to me back in 2012 

This was the proof the texts told me would 

“come later” regarding time travel  and 

NostraDamus.  

I had my own proof, but you didn’t. 

Here he appears, painted by the greatest 

portrait painter of all time, Da Vinci, 

in the Last Supper. Sixteen years before  

he was born in J503  
A different media/medium. Art and Statuettes 

If one is leaving warnings to the future – best to set those alerts in clay or stone, and not 

depend on electrical gadgets to store such important information 

   

J688 890 J676 grave Pennsylvania (?) 
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Pieter Breughel The Elder J562, Suicide of Saul with inbred 

domesticated piebald dinosaurs.  
See herein the Angkor Wat column with a stegosaur of 

some kind inside what looks like a cronor visor ring 

I feel sorry for those archaeologists and scholars who make findings which see them ostracised from their employment. Such 
as a sharp toothed dinosaur that may have been a herbivor ( think Panda Bear - grass in their teeth, which dogs and cats do ) 
and viable flesh and DNA  still attached to bones on supposed fossilized skeletons. 

From Da Vinci                                                                                           Page 22 MESSSSSIAH  also redflagged (@ JUMP ROOM MIRACLE) 

Per l’aria e per la terra saran = Saran for [want] the air and the Earth 
REPAIR ALERT SARAN REAPER LEAP/Scorpio. Halloween is in Scorpio 
PREPARE RARE SATAN PERIL LATE APPLE/Yule date 
APPALS ALL.  LIAR ELITE TRIES PIRATE IT.   

 
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/20th-May-2019-MESSSSSIAH-collection-1-15-pm.pdf 
 

 
 

 

There are “scholars” out there who have not had the 
advantage of guidance from the Elohim Alliances, in the 

form of Allan Webber’s Template of Directives. In those 
directions both Allan and I were given reading matter to 
study. See The Bibliography  on the Hidden Texts web site. 
But not only in the Template Guidance, but in the Quatrains 
themselves. Such as 1 42 4 “seeking the gold of the Ornament/ 
Nostradamus & Pƒelyn” Michael Psellus the Younger./ This gold refers to both 

Ormus and Knowledge. The “scholar” who did this illustration was 
lacking in the Knowledge. Pleiades has NOTHING to do with The 
Hind Leg Of The Cow – an obsolete Egyptian term for Ursa Major! 

J555 Publication.   1 42 4 

 Messsiah returns ~ just where did  the Maya go? 

The 9 named PLEIADES sit as an autonomous group under the “tail” 

of Taurus, which HAS NO HIND LEGS at all. 

 1. Atlas, king 2.Pleione,queen AND  the 7 daughters 3.Maia, 4.Alcyone, 

5.Taygeta, 6.Meriope, 7.Erra/Electra, 8.Asterope and  9.Celaeno. 

X 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/20th-May-2019-MESSSSSIAH-collection-1-15-pm.pdf
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The word d’amant does refer to other things such as black diamond which leads to sonic laser, a scalar directed energy weapon, 
noting in this line it is capitalized, therefore referring to a person. 

 

d’Amant = diamonte/ornament, the description 
Nostradamus gave for himself in 3 94 2 

Michael Psellus the Younger published The Cronographia & The Daemonibus, said by Wikidpedia to have been done 
in 1055. Since much of this cronographic report relates to at least 300 years prior to that date, we can safely take that date 

with a large grain of salt. Because both Psellus and Otto were Byzantin, we might take it as:  55 years plus 676/1000   = J731 in  
a possible pinch.    This could make sense once we realize the troubled Earth events around that period, the J676 to J719 Ison/ 
Wormwood Passing Over. 

Per ciphers of the Capitalized Words: Amant Pƒelyn.b.  AMANT PꞘELYN.B.  = 
BAN S’BNASAL NET Reticuli FAME: PLAN FATTEN MANY LAMB PLEBS BY AMPLE EMPLANT BEAM. FLY, EMPTY 
L’ENFANTS LAMP-FLAME.souls. BELT AN Orion Group BEND MAPS FLAT;  MY MANY NAMED PLANETS MENTAL TEN 
Eloim MEAN ATTEND nurture ANTE B4  LAMENT MANS NASTY MANTEL air PENALTY. TYPED MY ANNAL: YET STAYD 

 

J 555 publication. How is it the numerals here are modern? 
For five hundred years counted more the one will bide hold 

Who that was the ornament of-from his times: plural 

Then suddenly by one made great clarity will provide 

Who of that cycle  of Nemesis will render them very satisfied. 
3 94 Appeared in Letter 32 & Reincarnation 

J 557  
J557 ed.  find the original J562 Presage, you will 
see it printed with this J.  NOTE the four is IIII 

YET Here, just 5 years later, in J.562, the 94 is 
printed with the ‘new’ 4 = IV 

5 2 1   J557 Sept coniurés au banquet feront lu ye, 

QUERY SEUENTH CENTURIES YULE AT JULI,  yes,in Chronology of Weather Events YOUR PROOF OTTO ABORTS YEARS 
SARAN SABOTEUR ALA LUCIFER FIRES FURY BURNS-YOU-OUT PRAY FOR  NEW ASSISTANCE. PINK QUEEN  LISTENS 
IS ORIONS BELT SATAN BOUNTEOUS FREQUENCIES 5G FRUSTRATIONS. SEE  ATTENUATOR  NET TAPESTRY PART 

➢ ATTENUATOR a part in the mechanism of reducing wave lengths... the g—gle definition implies it lessens the power 
of a wave, but here in this line I think it means make the waves smaller, as in micro waves. The word TAPESTRY 
refers to the WEAVING of these waves into A NET. As in caught in this net. The internet (intern net. Reticulai = net) 

➢ PINK QUEEN  = Casseopea. You will notice all artists painted the Queen Casseopea in pink 

5 12  1 J557  Aupres du lac Leman fera conduire, (cern) 

CRUEL MANIACAL ANU DINOSAUR POWERFUL FOURTH REICH  EMPIRE DREAMS. SECRETED LARGE ERUPTION  IDEA 
WANTED LEPROSARIUM total ignorance & FLAWED MEDICAL MALPRACTICE FOR PROFIT.  ASCERTAINS USES  ARES ERA, 
FLACCID LADS, WEIRD UNFEMALE WOMEN, FARCICAL PLEASURE,  ACCORDS LACK OF STAMINA. NO FECULENCE,  
AND ANIMAL MURDERERS. LOUE UN-AMERICAN NUCLEAR POWER RADIANCE...MAPS UNSOCIAL FRAUDULENCE. 

➢ ARES = genocide 

5 12 1  J562 SARAN IN 7abc Part 2  Aupres du lac Leman fera conduite,  (a U plus a U = W) 

FAMOUS CLEAN-FACED E’A-RA  FORMERLY FLAWED DINOSAUR  DEFECTED TO DECENT ELOIM CAMP, CAME CANOE: 
AUERTED MAIA CERN TEMPLE LAMENTED MENACE REPEAT. Repeat, a pun on “again” for the Maya, & date Gemini  
£   402 5 2 1  J562  Seps  conjurés au banquet feront luire, 

ELITE LIAR  BANK BUREAUS CONSPIRACIES CONJURE STARS : CONSPIRES J. PREFIQS prefix 

SUUEAR PICTURELESS LINES OF JUNO JUPITER, URSAE  PROCESSION IS PRECESSION   
(NOT FREQUENT ABUSE, UNTIL YEAR FOURTEEN:  IS  EUERY SEUEN CENTURIES)  

➢ UNTIL YEAR FOURTEEN... the beginning of our larger orbit caused by the passing planetary system was in October 2013 

➢ Seps can mean Septentrion = the north 

➢ PRECESSION  refers to Precession of the equinoxes. After a discussion with my astrologer daughter, I realized how 
the so called precession of equinoxes has been foisted into folks’ minds. If you have been following these works and 
my muddling through them, you will have seen I had an “epiphany” while working in Explanation of the Prefixes  
in CERN PUTS CORE OFF CENTRE  (not published yet ) under “Precession”, as opposed to “Procession”. 

• • SUUIFTLIER – no doubt about it, could even be worded LIAR SWIFT – first this refers to another epiphany I woke with about 
those from ABUS – following the discovery that obsolete Latin Abus is also Apus/Apis/Hirundo the Hummingbird-Swift-Swallow – and 
guess what the chain references are!   
➢ First Twitter & its little bird, and second Mabus – Monster from Abus. MABUS from Latin Abus/Swift      ATEN HERA = asteroids 
£  3220 4 91 4 Son fils regner avant mort tafchera J562                           (R = Drako GENRES    HERA/asteroid) 
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IS ENGRAVERS'  SAVANT REFASHION REASON ENGRAVES R/Drako GENRES ARCHES/vb ATEN HERA ASCHERA, CRASHES:  
SHE CHARTS STAR TRACTS [New Heavens] FOR /2023.THEOCRATS/JesuitsGENERAL'S SON SCATHES HER SEARCHEsIN /2020  

The consequence of the  "EPIPHANY"  searches became the pdf forum  "EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES" in which I discovered all pre- j719 

illustrations of the celestial heavens were depicted reversed to the ones we have had since that date. Including those in Cesar Notredame's vignettes. 

Just another notch in the long wooden measuring stick of proof  that Nostradamus was really in J555. Julian ( 44-46 years older than C.E.) 
➢   "EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES"  has images showing the animated imaginary animals and other things that represent the different con-

stellations. Before they had become reversed this time around, some had different names, such as Orion being known as Osiris. Or The Hind 

Leg Of A Cow which became The Plough,but is known as Ursa Major the Bear. People have taken the Pleiades to be the hind leg, but Pleiades 

sits UNDER the “tail of Taurus” and has been called the Heap and the Pile as a result. So, when I was trying to determine a decan date in 

Corvus – it came to me that not only was Corvus facing the wrong way, but so were its decans! The first 10 days, the second ten days of 

the sun crossing in front of Corvus which sits before Leo constellation (or behind depending on which way Earth is sitting in that age).  

➢ The differences we speak of refers to a third of 2,808 years: 936 years (Millwheel Of The Ages) or two thirds into the age 1,872 

years.      The difference in date would then be either the third decan (last one third of Age of Leo (or 12th to 22nd August) according to 

the establishment  idea of PRECESSION and the likes of Wikidpedia – or in a formation of  PROCESSION – the FIRST third of 

Leo, as in Leo Rising ... or July 23rd to 2nd August.   

In this way saying the third decan makes it sound like it is further away, but if in fact the first decan it is really sooner, and 

that could mean an entire eleven months sooner. 
➢ AL GORAB, devouring bird IN LEO... CORVUS THE CROW – 3rd decan (ALCHEMYE LIST OF KEY CIPHER WORDS)according to establishment                  

LEO 3RD DECAN was CORVUS. HER-NA. CROUU  OR RAVEN, albeit RAVEN represents Yule.  
 

£   412 5 12 1  Aupres du lac Leman fera conduire (cern)                         SARAN are the Messsiah 

DOCUMENTARIANS PERSUADE REPUDIATES DUAL DATIUE EDUCATION; UUADIET (WADJET/green dragon-dinosaur)  
SARAN USURPED CALENDARS, MANACLES  C.E., ORDNANCES, the latitudes & longitudes & world turning within them 

CAME  ELM  Sept 1 – 29.          PETRAEUS  UUAITED,  PURSUED UUIRETAP  LENS                            C.E. = Current Era 

5 12 1 READ: CAREFUL, SARAN UUADIET/Wadjet/green serpent ARIAN   the fallen Alcyonese ‘angels’ under Antarctica 
COMPILES FRAUDULENCE FOUL CRUDE IMPUDENCE, chemtrails, g,m,o, HAARP, ‘smart’ power, G.W.E.N towers Blue beam etc etc  
RUDE ENS CLAIM DOCUMENTS TRUE. (Treaties) [you] PERSUADE USURPED DUAL C.E. DATIUE...  PURSUE EDUCATION 
CALENDARS, REPUDIATE MANACLED ORDNANCES negates the treaties.              See pdf  forum  FIX THE CALENDARS 
POLES DECOUPLE, MENACE DEAFENED CURRICULUM                             by killing electricity we lose all computer data 
UUIRETAP crono visored: PETRAEUS UUAITED (a forum all his own which these texts warned me not to publish yet)  
o ENS those from Erid.anus in the United Nations                                                                                                        C+F+4 26 4  

GENESIS of Our Lord Adam 7,530 years ago (from ‘2022’/ 1346CE)  2014 was really 1338 Julian 

Helen Parks1 second ago 

The name YASHER was changed by the early Victorians to Jasher. As a set of "books" the Books of Yasher 

encompass from before Genesis to after - begging the question whose idea and whose bloodlines carried on that 

tradition for so long? According to the Siberian hermit Agafya - the uninterrupted chronology of her "lord Adam" 

began 7,522 years before her telling of it in 2014. There is room here for someone to be a real scholar. ""Global web 

iconReclusive Siberian hermit Agafia Lykov comes out of ... siberiantimes.com/...siberian-hermit...of-isolation-to-say-

happy-new-year 4/6/2020 · famous Siberian hermit who has only ever ventured out of isolation a handful of times has 

come out of hiding to deliver a New Year message to the world. Reclusive Agafya Lykova is the sole survivor of 

family of Old Believers that cut themselves off from civilisation for decades and in 1978 had no idea World War Two 

had ended. 
Friend to reclusive hermit dies leaving Old Believer all ...5/6/2020 · 
siberiantimes.com/other/others/news/n0230-friend-to-reclusive-hermit... 

 

Agafia’s story: The Life of a Siberian hermit (Part 1 ... 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IM78V0eXa5c 
 

22/9/2014 · In 1978, in the remote Russian Republic of Khakassia, Siberia, a group of 
geologists discovered a family of Old Believers, the Lykovs. They had fled to the... 

҉p.s. from page 1:  ANTECHRIꞘT  from Before Christ   J562  edition 

 
8 77 (Appears in Leonardo Lines Plucked from Adriatique  pdf collection) 
The antechrist three very soon annihilated, 
from Aldebaran, Pleaides, Sirius Triad under Antarctica 

Twenty-seven years its blood waradrenochromewill last, 
The unbelievers are dead, captive, exiled, 
Blood, human bodies, reddish water. earth iced. 

10 66 (appears in Language Is Engineered ) 

The London prime minister via American power,  HAARP etc 

Will burdon the isle of  Scotland by ice: 
King Reb [rabbi] will face one antechrist so false, 
 king rabbi = Jesuit.      Antechrist meaning from before christ 

That they  will be placed in the conflict all together 
 

  

  

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVbLBIaKU4uXUJZyciYhqsw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVbLBIaKU4uXUJZyciYhqsw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bx7gRxSYc4&lc=UgzXGVsecm243BicBTp4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fsiberiantimes.com%2F...siberian-hermit...of-isolation-to-say-happy-new-year&stzid=UgzXGVsecm243BicBTp4AaABAg&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbkNLeW1BbVpEZXp6amlSeTc2d2JVblZEUXpHd3xBQ3Jtc0tsS0Z6SnJQVjZRRDlCZkVFVFpjQXd5RFdFRHhmOFFrZHJWTzB3SlNlaUdhY0JKUHlpc0VGaFRIbFI5TFpPdlMzMzhPMFF2VU53MEwzU1pQc1pDTWdJUHV6bGhDLVVxTlFSNlFUVkVOTjNhSnNMckw0SQ%3D%3D&event=comments
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fsiberiantimes.com%2F...siberian-hermit...of-isolation-to-say-happy-new-year&stzid=UgzXGVsecm243BicBTp4AaABAg&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbkNLeW1BbVpEZXp6amlSeTc2d2JVblZEUXpHd3xBQ3Jtc0tsS0Z6SnJQVjZRRDlCZkVFVFpjQXd5RFdFRHhmOFFrZHJWTzB3SlNlaUdhY0JKUHlpc0VGaFRIbFI5TFpPdlMzMzhPMFF2VU53MEwzU1pQc1pDTWdJUHV6bGhDLVVxTlFSNlFUVkVOTjNhSnNMckw0SQ%3D%3D&event=comments
http://siberiantimes.com/other/others/news/n0230-friend-to-reclusive-hermit-dies-leaving-old-believer-all-alone-again-in-taiga/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IM78V0eXa5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IM78V0eXa5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IM78V0eXa5c
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The period of twenty seven years began with George HW Bush and ended December 2017 by D J Trump, albeit much deceit has 

slowed the final throes ... the “reddish water” points to high contamination, made by your beloved grubberment in the form of a 

fluoride agenda and now, a snake venom agenda. One which amplifies the so called “vaccine”. Virus the word; means venom. 
➢ reddish water.  the full stop is a ditrochee. This is a pointer to the person collating the anagrammed works. It is saying 

“divide this line at this point and anagram the words separately”.  This pointer to a directive appeares in  £  2713  9 85 3. 
➢ £  2713 is the Template reference. The Template took Allan Webber 9 years to complete. I turned up the very month he did so, August 2008. you can find it  by C+F+2713 

 
 

I just discovered that this year 1346 minus the Ison -Wormwood reported arrival of December I.680 

gave it an orbit of 666 years this time. Coupled with the Deceptive Age of Pisces it bodes little good. 

The Hastings-Bayeux Tapestry was NOT 1066AD which was an invented dating to make it fit other ‘history’. For 

one thing, it took an unknown number of years to complete. Some say up to sixteen years. So, One needs to find the 

starting date of this sixteen years! 

Neither was it 66 years plus Otto’s  J676/1000, which would make it  J742.  

For pope Gregorius; changing the calendar to suit a fiscal agenda, which in its essence is a satanic money 
system of kontrol, but adding one thousand years also brought the “sentence” of the negative one “cast in 
irons for a thousand years” to a close. We have learned in the ciphers that “Iron” refers to Mars. 
 

First: the tapestry taking an unknown number of years to finish, work done by many different seamstresses with many levels 

of education or lack of education. Not forgetting the tyranny of distance. It was not like a seamstress 16 years into  the project 

was going to send to Rome to ask “what is the current numbering fashion for indicating Roman numerals”?    Or, do we spell 

Duke as DVX   (appears as such on the tapestry) or as DVCI , (596) or “does it matter if we accidentally write the number 

incorrectly causing it to appear  a hundred years out of context?”  The comet in the tapestry came J495-6. 
 

Second: having no gunpowder shown anywhere in the tapestry when Marco Polo took gunpowder to Europe J270’s,* during 

Tartarian-Roman Empire reign. The Long Shields carried by cavalry also date this battle to a pre Viking period [when 1066 
was a post Viking era] indeed, the Normans were the Danes "going viking/raiding". The Norman Saxe SAXIA NORTHUMBREA MAP     

used for the most; round and square shields to form their ‘shield walls’. The square shields have been seen in use by what we 

call “Roman” foot soldiers. In the border of the “Bayeux” tapestry can be seen Cetus, the constellation that appears on the 

Tartarian flag, in reverse. What we know as China today – supposedly named after Qin Huan Di of around 200 years before 

the crucifixion/Passover date of J79 – also used on its flag the Cetus creature, only facing the other way! People have been  

mistaking this image as a Griffon. The best details we can find for PRE 600s, are the CCCC and the reversed constellations! 
*We will see shortly, how we know Marco Polo was not in the 13th century. The CCCC also includes the old IIII or XXXX 

C+F+CANNON 

 

As Nostradamus warned in his  PREFACE to his three year old son:  

 

that from the Divine essence (the Millers) via revolving 

Astronomies (the Great Millwheel) my own organised/ 

deal† comprehension/the CenturiesQuatrains provided/made. 

And for/because that one cries (prays) to immortal God... 

Divine Essence = Quantum Universal Omnipresent Divinity|   deal comprehension/the CenturiesQuatrains provided/made.  
 

 

 

£  1293 4 50 2  Deciel, &  terre tenir la monarchie:  From heaven, & holding the Earth  rule:   
MACHINE~CODER  ANCHORETTE NELL RELIANT  MENTORIAL ORCHIDEANno testiclesCHANI , ENTERED HER ROOM 
 

 

 
J555 

Libra will see the Hesperias governed,     (America, the west, 
(founded in Libra – or from  Libra (Bootes, Arcturus) watching 
From heaven, & holding the Earth  rule:   
(the shadow government 

No one will see the forces of Asia perish,              
(by either meteorite or by a solar force then by ice age 

That seven [is] not holding the order by hierarchy . 
(Nibirusolar system has 7) 
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1 6 RauenneBreffeTurinVerfeilGauloys  
EVEN BOGUE FEARFULLY REVERENT ANU’S: FALSIFY, VARY FINE REAL EA RA NURTERER, BOGUE LEARNS.  
FEELING FOURTEENth ELEVENth IN YEAR FIFTEEN/ NET FIEF IS OUR SINGULARLY VULNERABLE UNIVERSE  
« Bees » = Cancer/Ursa obs. term ‘the Beehive’this refers to the space “station” implosion seen by me September 19 2011 in which 
Nostradamus says:  “YOU SAUU ME DIE, HANDS ON BOSOM” an exact description 4 31 4 in the “CANIS CANARE” forum  
1 27 UNDER THE RANGE BOOM, LAUNCH CHANGES, CHILLED HORROR, NOT FAR IS THE DISGUISED TREASURE  
1 89 3 URSA MINOR MAIN SOURCE PERSIAN HADES [stargate] INVADER  
2 42 [they] TOLERATED DR UP – MONDAY IN AUTUMN, UUROTE: LET ADOPT MANUAL VOYEUR TODAY (9/11) and see the photo  
“ORBS AT THE TOWERS 9/11” videos  in a ST GERMAIN  PDF 
2 61 3 "FLEW FOUR TIMES. FEEL TIMELESS. FEEL AWE" following “chilled horror”  
3 2 VOICE ACTIVATION CONFERS MATERIAL MATTER, ASTONISHING LAUNCH ENCOMPASS EARTH TO MILKY WAY –  

 
 
£  2593 8:65:3 Vingt mois tiendra le regne a`grand pouvoir  
Twenty months rule held with great force   Allan Webber’s template 

A, (Cassiopeia)  GRAND VIRGINS SLENDER ANDROID (Chani) INITIATES : 
PARDON VOMITING, NITRIDES DISORIENT IN A GRAND.PA PLANETOID ‘moonship’ 

Third: the matter of the Scythian-Tartary mercenary soldiers, of whom Xenophan wrote and illustrated.* He described them 

as a form of Greek† “Police”. They wore distinctive harlequin fighting attire which is seen all through the Bayeux tapestry. 

This detail would date the period of Hastings much closer to the Roman Empire and what we call the Crucifixion along with 

Pompeii and the Sanhedrin Passover of J79CE... (formerly known as The Winged Disc, & Herculobis/Hercubolis 705BCE). 
*The Art of Horsemanship by Xenophon   C+F+SCYTHIAN 

† Greek – what we call  Greece today. It was known as Macedon, right next door to Little Tartary.  See Candia map. 
 

Fourth: in which case the dates ON the tapestry are contradictory. One of 495/6 by zodiac,** & one of i.596 (D500VC95I) 

whereas 496 in those times would have still been by ‘Roman’ Numerals. I use the lower case i here because a letter from 

Church requesting a copy of the Last Supper, painted by the 26 years deceased Da Vinci, - to be copied as a mural on another 

church, the letter dated i.545.† † †   C+F+545  picture in later page 

** by zodiac, this zodiac appears in the pdf forum... GUNS & JFK JNR pg 1     noting all the images on it are in reverse 
† † † This letter appears in the pdf forum ... Resets pg 1. 

Fifth: We have read at the period of Candia and Little Tartary with “four hundred” as  CCCC.*  See Manuscript dated  M.  

D.C.  LXXXXVIII. J698 This reads as 600 plus 98. See the Ten written four times? This numbering format coincided with 

IIII as a number 4, and CCCC as 400.  More rarely do we see that archaic format after the failure of “Roman” Empire 

until at its last breath, it appeas on the manuscript next page... 

Today 698 would be shown to us as  D/500 + C/100 = 600 + XC/90 + VIII = DCXCVIII = 698 – the very end of that Nemesis 

cycle, or, rather, the beginning of the next age. 

Why the publisher did this is not understood, but you can bet your boots it was a form of code!                       

Recall it was, after all, the end of that age, the orbit of the Sanhedrin Passover. J79.CE to J719.CE. 

*CCCC. We can see this date, with its illegible ninety something, written in a scroll carried by three persons 

on a tapestry  which I will put here, depicting the very same "comet" which we see in the “Bayeux” tapestry. 
 

J717 (C+F+718) this water was said to come up from the ground, and  

“... the inhabitants who built in places which by long experience they had found 

safe enough from any form of inundation, were by this surprised, some were 

drowned, together with their cattle, others only saved themselves by climbing 

trees or getting to the tops of houses. ...warned by the horrible noise and furious 

torrents of water and fled but could not escape.  At the exact same time the two 

rivers of Adour and Cave, which fall from the Pyrenæan Hills [Pyrénées 

Mountains], as well as the Garonne, and some other little rivers of Gascoygne, 

overflowed in a similar manner and caused the same devastation. This flood was 

believed primarily due to the release of subterraneous waters. This observation 

was derived from the mineral content of the water. 

 
 

 

   
 

4 50 1 Poet relies Sphere’s 
help with rarer libraries. 
Sphere is Golden Cube or 

moonship.  
Rarer books = these texts 

 

from the sides of such places as the Pyrenees. 
Chronology of Weather Events  
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On 26 June J680, there was a monstrous inundation near Londonderry, Ireland. 

It was believed that this inundation came from the release of subterraneous 

waters.”             J680 – J716 was during the passing over of Ison-Wormwood. 
 

 

 
so why put  "year of our lord 527, year of our lord" ? 

the USE of CCCC, XXXX & IIII had CEASED by J698 

HOAX

 
NOTING THE  4   XXXX  at  541 

yet this purports to be M.D.XLI (1541): by that 
 

 

time (not yet arrived)  we have used modern numbers 
When looking at published dates which begin with the ‘M’ ; which we are ignoring. More on the basis that the date 
would it have been 1,541,  has not happened yet...(we actually in 1346 CE) plus we are taking into account that the 
public were forced to use the M or face fines (re Sylvie Ivanova) and at the same time striking a strange conundrum here. 
It was not supposed to be an extra 1,000 until January of J583 according to “Great Diligence”.  Was a cronor visor 

used here, because the vat.ican has had cronor visors for literal ages. So, how did this document turn up 42 years 
before?  Is it a fake?  Working on the Latin – I noticed tucked away under that handy blob of blotted ink smudge are 
the letters V over M.    Enigmatic isn’t it.  Is that secretly saying  ‘five over 1000’ ?   And what would that mean! 

s v means sub verbo, so if we take the V to mean “worded” and the M to indicate 1000, it then makes sense! 

Studying the supposed date of Anno  M.D.XXXXI.dieXXIIII.    does it all look squashed in  to you? 

Let us just add one minor detail. The format of numerals used such as IIII (instead of IV) & XXXX instead of 

XL (40) WAS REPLACED BY THE SHORTER VERSIONS (IV and XL) BEFORE THE END OF THE J500S 

BY THE TIME OF THE REAL YEAR 1000 (M), THE ROMAN EMPIRE WAS OVER FIVE CENTURIES IN THE PAST, 
AND THE NUMERALS AS WE KNOW THEM NOW HAD ALREADY BEEN IN USE.  
Therefore this manuscript cannot be 1,541,  so must be J541. Because it still uses the old ‘Roman’ format. 

And because pope Gregorius was ‘repairing’ the “pagan” Julian calendar in J582. 

 

 

Can you see it ? The Letters read  QV [quod vide] V over 
M 

C+F+MAYBE the sun rose in the west. According to Geologist  

Maybe more than once. When we see such icons as the Benu- Crane-Heron (Grus) on wall reliefs... these were media of the day telling 

us they were “in the age of... the Ibis” which is currently a star system in the southern hemisphere... but when we see the Goose Returning 

(Cygnus) either as a walking goose or the Northern Cross of the 5th dynasty (ca 2550 BCE, the Causeway Builders or maybe 1440BCE, 

the Exodus)  and of The Silver Pharaoh Psusennes 1036 to 989 BCE... then we are being told which Hemisphere that dynasty inhabited 

– and thus, when the sun rose in the west. 

THIS is the reason Hawass renamed the Cave of the Benu with its mummified Ibis, to Cave of Bats. Benu means ‘south’. 

Grus is next to the  Southern Cross.  It is the long legged bird with the fish (Pisces) in its mouth, seen in Maya codices.  

  V  

 M   QV  

quod vide – which [to] see. ( = elsewhere, in later details, take note ) 
In other words, similar to “due diligence”.  Now we know why  the ink 
blot just happened to be there. Similar alerts appear in the J499 map. 

v = worded 

M = 1000 
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The word Oxyrhhynchus means "fish in sharp beak", and this was a town on the edge of Al Faiyoum = “the Sea”, which refers to that 

“Sea” in the southern skies containing all the nautical named stars. The wings of Benu-Crane form the lay out of four pyramids on 

Giza, and the long legs go along the Cave of Benu Bird on Giza,  to the Giants’ Base under the Caucasus Mountains at Bucegi. 

SUMMARY OF EVENT TIMES DURING WORMWOOD PARALLEL EVENTS DURING ‘COMET ATLAS’ now 
 

J666  Great Fire of London 
 
J676  Thames freezes solid, Danube freezes 
       Otto makes a New Age at 1,000, loses 324½ 
 
J686  Constellations reversed, see Marusek entry for 
December I680 (C+F+PREUPDATE) Great flooding 
Two Hevelius woodcuts, one coded/enciphered 
White Horse of Uffington is Sagittarius reversed 
from how it had appeared prior to 686 
 
J696  lakes froze solid, many of them 
"Nile River froze: I691/i692.In the cold-wet hunger 

years of i695-99, Scotland lost between 5% and 15% of 

its people." Marusek 
 

J703-6 Both Giordo Bruno aka Filippo Notredame and 
Nostradamus his father wrote the date 703 (see 6 2) 
 
J716-7  great flooding, great starvation – 718 woodcut  

 

2016-7 (1340CE) fires (see I871/J871 great Chicago Fire) 
“wildfires” around Chicago in Marusek’s Chronology of 
Weather Events  
DARDS-C+F+DARTS FROM THE SKIES  
1.20   2.70  ARSON = lasers, lance “dards du ciel” 1 20.  1 46.  1 55.   
1 56 1 64  2 43.  2 45.  2 46. 2 56. 2 70              
(dart from the sky)  2 81  2 85  2 92    2 96  3 7. 4 49. 5 98.  5 100. 6 
97 – at 45 deg the sky will burn. 8 10.  9 44.  10 72 
DEATH FROM THE SKY  2.43  2.56  2.70  2.91  2.92  5.32  9.44  9.45 
CARCASSONE FIRE IN THE SKY     5.100 
FROM THEIR SKIES     1.98  (The  Fuse Event?) 2.43   5.32   8.2    
HIGH HEAVENS   IT WILL COME FAR      4.49 
SKY WILL SHOW SIGNS     9.44 
SKY AIR LAND DARKEN     9.83 
SKY AT NIGHT BURNING TORCH     2.96 
TERROR KING FROM THE SKY     10.72  
TRANSPIRE THE SKY     2.29  THE SKY MOVES (NEW HEAVENS) 
TURIN FIRST TO BE BURNED FROM THE SKY     8.3 
TUSCANY THE WORST     9.45 

Lake froze solid ~ when I tried to research an event I published sometime 

between 2013 and 2018, where a lake froze “in minutes” and a hidden 

texts said the same, I could not find it online. 
2020 – 2022  FLOODING caused by Weather Wars 
on the public (Silent Weapons for Silent Wars)  

 

 
Tholoze Beluzer 

8 30 

Dedans Tholoze non loing de Beluzer 

Faifant un puys long, palais d'efpectacle 

Threfor trouvé un chacun ira vexer, 

Et en deux locz tout & pres del vafacle. Vasacle – bridge & gate 

Within Toulouse, not far from Beluzer  (Blur/joined Zee/queen) 
Making a deep pit a palace of spectacle 
Treasure found will come to vex everyone, 
And made two places & all nearby vasacle.   
(bridge & ramp to the gate) PAST & FUTURE  near the bridge 

TholozeBelu 
8 30  
Within Leo next to Zee/ Cassiopeia  
Under the old way – palace of the looking glass 
Treasure found near level one, will disturb, 
And in two places near main bridge & gateway 
 

 
inside  [Leo Sphinx/blurred Queen Hatshepsut]  
 
two places: past and future 

8 30 2...  Faifant un puys loing, palais d’efpectacle  
SAIS ÆGIPT IPUW’R TULLI PAPYRUS ALIEN PLANET DATE:   (1486 BCE) 
DESPOTIC FAT-FACED FANATIC   ALA LU  ANGEL  UPLIFTS,   arranged for the baby to be plucked from river 
ADOPTS FICTIONAL INFANT CONGENIAL SON,   So, Ala Lu was a Pharaoh too! 
GALLANT IN ENDING DIFFICULT SLAUE  TEN PLAGUES SITUATION 
ALA LU FLEW "UPPENDS TECTONIC SEA CLIFF FAULTLINE" .  SANTORINI VULCANO DEAFENING 
 
reading Tiletanus/of 15 names and Daemonibus  by Psellus, as I was asked to do, they say that there are bad ‘angels’ too. 
 

 
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/AUTHORS-BIBLIOGRAPHY-PROVIDED-BY-THE-TEXTS-Oct-2-
2019.pdf 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/AUTHORS-BIBLIOGRAPHY-PROVIDED-BY-THE-TEXTS-Oct-2-2019.pdf
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/AUTHORS-BIBLIOGRAPHY-PROVIDED-BY-THE-TEXTS-Oct-2-2019.pdf
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So. What is wrong with this map that we find ourselves UN-learning what we have been taught? 

First there is ANCIENS SCYTHES showing on a [partial] map date presented as j811. These are the same Scythians of Xenophon 
running from 1166 years beforehand. At first I thought the 811 must really be a 311, fiddled with... but the British Isles (Isles 
Britannique) were only conjoined under James I OF BRITAIN in J604. The Sarmite are known as Askhenazi today, & Scythia was  
supposed to have become Tartaria. See Little Tartaria in the CANDIA map, and we are told Candia was in existense from j204 
to J669. One thing about maps is they are published by the custom of their times. For instance, sailors called Taiwan Formosa  
for a very long time after it changed names. Tea from Formosa was well known, but not as tea from Taiwan! Tea from Ceylon 
likewaise, but not tea from Sri Lanka (1972)   Just another form of changing history. pars means “part of” and “includes” on ancient maps. 

 

L’EUROPE    in the Napoleonic language 
apris  unreadable            C+F+590 Anglia 

BRITANNIQUE  J604  ISLES  
VISIGOTH - Spain 
DES BARBARES became Tartaria  
ANCIENS SCYTHES and KHAZARES 
also known as AskheNazi 

study the numerals, the two # 1s and 
compare to what should be a # 1 if 
it were 1,811; but it is not, it is  J811  
Upper case J being the Catholic, lower case j = C of E 

So here we have a map showing : 
SCOTEA named after an Egyptian princess 
PICTIS  then across the eastern water: 
ANGLES where we think the Normans came from!! 

SAXIA NORTHUMBREA the real Saxon-

Norman  ...   FRISON  (Friesian)  SAXONS 
Saxis named after Sais in Egypt – where the making of 
the Viking short swords came – the saxe, similar to a 

gladius (Bernard  Cornwall)*   and  

 BOYAUMES҉ DE  BRETONS 
Stonehenge. Arthurian Breton.    Recall  
9 7 4  "T’would be better Breton (600s) 

king  acquaint same time as Norman". 
* (Bernard  Cornwall) mentions this detail in his LAST KINGDOM  series, and I add it here because long before 2012 The Hidden Texts very briefly 

touched on SAIS in what we call Egypt, being the source of so-called Egyptian royal exodus. Ægypt was once known as ON formerly & as Khemet.  

I am sure scholars will find other names for it. It DID NOT become EGYPT until  1958!     This then makes one wonder about all the ‘19th century’ 

Archaeologists who called it  C+F+Ægypt, even Nostradamus. 1 40 3, 2 86 3, 377 3, 5 25 4  (J557 edition) 

From memory Sais also appeared in Quatrains Made Modern. It may have been 8 30 2...  Faifant un puys loing, palais d’efpectacle   which 

followed line 1: Dedans Tholoze non loing de Beluzer (only it does not say Beluzar! It says Belu7.et. The '7 ET' are part of E.A. 
҉ BOYAUMES. Fr. Boyeaux  = narrow passage, [soldiers’] hose (stockings). Pre Tsarist Russia: Boyar = leader-lords of military 

 someone’s scribbles  

why was this 
map cut off 

above Ægypt? 
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Quatrain 9 7 tells us to "acquaint Breton (Arthurian times) with Norman".  For me, proof  started  with the  J499 Map... 

"with Norman": with the north men. When the North men, the Danes in particular, went a-viking (raiding) they became 

known as Vikings. In turn, as more men from the north arrived from Scandinavia gone a-viking, it seems something was 

sending them. In simple terms this need was taken to be just a matter of greed and lust. We know it was much more than 

that, a matter of survival. What we here & now do not allow for is the Viking period was NOT around 1,000 of anyone’s 

calendar. Hastings Norman were vikings, and just like the so called Roman Empire, were on their last agricultural legs, and 

for the same reason. The reason the so called Visi-Goths made their moves too. An event we know of as Pompeii, the 

Sanhedrin Passover, the same of the crucifixion with its huge earthquake caused by the same that rent Vesuvius asunder. 

In other words – a passing 'comet'. The same seen in two tapestries, both bearing the date of the end of the 400’s. J495-6. 

For Hastings has two very obvious details Bayeux Tapestry scholars do not seem to approach nor question. 

1) no sign of gunpowder – which by the real so-called 1066,  was well and truly a weapon of war 

2) much of the cavalry depicted are mercenary Scythians – a form of warfare long dead by 1066 

 
THE COMET HERE is the identical, the same one on both depictions. It came in the 400s (CCCC) with additional but unreadable 

Roman Numerals. This being the same century for both, would mean Roman numerals on the Hastings Tapestry kept at Bayeux. 
 

mercenary Scythians in their harlequin suits 
Xenophon (died around 355.BCE) wrote and illustrated...   
There are two versions of  XENOPHON -  The Art of Horsemanship. The hardback and a paperback. The hardback has 

illustrations, one of which shows a Greek-Scythian mercenary somewhere around page 191, which Xenophon describes                            

as fulfilling the office of training mercenary soldiers, their war horses, and at the same time performing police-like duties.  

It is the style and markings of their (the cavalry officers’) unique body-wear which draws the untrained eye.  

These cannot be missed, and they are identical to the same harlequin style worn by soldiers in the Bayeux tapestry. 

Also identical suits worn by Breton king Artur on the Modena cathedral door lintel! And see map j811 

Xenophon himself was dated in general era up to 355 or so Before Current Era (whatever that might be), so it makes it doubly 

interesting  that his Horsemastership and its attending cavalry protocols should have lasted so far into this side of Current Era! 

We might even suggest right up until the advent of gunpowder, brought back from Asia by Marco Polo before the end of his 

J200s. A time when shield walls, cavalry riders’ long-shields and other defences of that day shortly became literally useless. When 

researching the evolution of guns, do keep in mind the online luminati maintains the illusion of the extra 1000 years.  

J635 Map with the J499 date 

  

 
CCCC+ 
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V needs research – and, yes, in Latin it means “worded”, such that "uxj anno" means "worded crucified Jesus" 

 

Disguised within these words is an attempt to let the reader know that the J635  map dates had later been 

made  much expanded.  “Year in truth gone by – voided – interfered with ...”   

That the “J” which was also a “Y” does refer to Julian cannot be in question. Simply because the Julian calendar of 

44-J46 Before Current Era which also means to some people  Before Christian Era, could not have been named for a 

person not yet born, and whose death date in J79 C.E. could not have been celebrated before his death either! 

Note from author: this image is duplicated here because there is a small detail error rectified in the next, but they were screenshots 

    If anyone spots a date on any early map that shows AD  as a suffix, please let me know. 
The same goes for ANY genuine media prior to the ‘nineteenth’ century, apart from the i527 
which does show the A  like so with the  D inside the  A, and both under the i527 pg 2 

 
So, here we have another “great diligence” relating to the media of the day... which; without Sylvie 

Ivanova, we would be all blindly still believing the absolute propaganda which G00GLE constitutes. 

We also all need to realize the tremendous bravery &  contribution made by Nostradamus towards showing  

us the way in which to determine the deceit of such people who raise themselves above others at great 

expense to the population.  

" the way to determine the deceit "– via Great Diligence in reading his words, what he is really saying to us.     

  And to not follow the dopey parrots who believe the negative things said about Nostradamus as a person. 
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When Marco Polo took gunpowder to Europa J270s. And how do we know that!   Image of dinosaur in harness: 

 

 
Marco Polo's Influence on Christopher Columbus ...  
https://literatureessaysamples.com/marco-polos-influence-
on... In the 12th of May J492, Christopher Columbus, 
accompanied by the writings of Marco Polo, sets sail to change 
history forever. 
Marco Polo born J254... they accomplished their mission and 
arrived home in the winter of J295.’’ 
 

For Christosphere Celumbo to have carried the works of 
Marco Polo with him and return to Spain in J499, with 
them, then Marco Polo CANNOT have been travelling in 
the 13th century. 
 

We have seen that Pieter Breughel The Elder also painted 

dinosaurs in his J562 Suicide of Saul. 

  
 

 

 
above, map of J375 – where Angleterre and Scotia are topographically similar to map C+F+SIDEWAYS. Showing hardly any 

desert for Sahara with many Caliphates all around the place. This map revolves, sideways. 

C+F+Candia and Little Tartary, would have read at that time, with CCCC.  
Map showing both.  
"Candia was Candia Island from J204, Constinople fell in J453, the expeditions of King Louis XIV of France in J668  & 

J669. The last provveditore (governor) of Candia, Francesco Morosini, surrendered the city to the Turks on September 6, 

J669, after a blockade of 21 years." 
Eleni Thalassinou, Costas Tsiamis , Effie Poulakou-Rebelakou, and Angelos Hatzakis   University of Athens, Greece 

At which point Candia became known as Crete. "(Regno di Candia), which had been a [Phoenician] Venetian 

possession since the fall of Constantinople during the Fourth Crusade in J.204". 

The following map has no obvious date – yet we are able to slot it in between J204 and J669 because CANDIA 

became Crete after that period. 

 C+F+Ægypt, even Nostradamus... which was NOT NAMED  Egypt during the times of Nostradamus 

        1 40 3, 2 86 3, 377 3, 5 25 4  (J557 edition) 

 

1 40 3   j557   

The false edict concealing madness   (removing 324 years, 

Causing Byzantium to change its laws. (by Clement & Constantine) 
That one assigned to study History of Egypt  
(Nostradamus, his missing six, or eleven years, no one is sure) 
Edict altered/changing fiscal and legislation. 

2 86 3  J557  Egypte trembles  Mahmmetique augment, Egypt trembles Mahometan increase,  
3 77 3  J557  Le roy de Perƒe par ceux d'Egypte prins;    The king of Persia captured by those of Egypt;  

5 25 4 J557  Biƒance, Egipte ver. ƒerp inuadera.             True serpent invades Egypt Turkey: 
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First – it is not a pyramid, it is 

a pyramideon. 
Second – it could only belong 

to the black pyramid, the 4th 

one on Giza. 
Third – the wings are 

identical to those of the 

C+F+Hezekiah coin, in 

which case it is NOT 

“thousands of years”, but ca 

705BCE while in the South. 
Fourth – these wings are 

“upside down” to those seen 

today, saying this visit was 

viewed when Giza was in the 

southern hemisphere. 

 
 

between J204 and J669 – and we know what happened soon following J669 – Wormwood came December I.680 
 

See Manuscript dated  [false M.]  gap  D.C.  gap  LXXXXVIII.  

 
Quatrain 9 7 tells us to “acquaint Breton (time) with Norman”.  The supposed Breton times has been around the fifth century and Norman/Danes 900-1000. 

9 7 

  9 7 1 Qui ouvrira le monument trouve, 
  9 7 2 Et ne viendra le ferrer promptement, 
  9 7 3 Mal luy viandra & ne pourra prouve, 
  9 7 4 Si mieux doit eftre roy Breton ou Normand. 

9 7  J562 ed. 

Who opens the monument/time gate will discover/find, 

And result/come unstuck not nailing/sealing (it) sooner, 
Coming unstuck badly and unable to manifest/prove, 
Should it be better Breton aquaint Norman king. 

ferrer where farrier came from. To nail. viandra – to come unstuck 

If it would be better Breton aquaint Norman king. 
Norman: we know as Danes going viking,(raiding) and Breton we know as the king Arthur period. Both much earlier 
than Wikidpedia would have us believe.  C+F+Modena 
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Dont il y en a trois cens qui n’ont encore    

Of which they/from then (y or i)  three made 

centuries which will not beget again 

                jamais été imprimées                       

Summer never printed.  

The word "summer" re-inforced as  "été"  and  "im. prime" 

Ajoutées de nowveau par ledit Auteur.          

New age added by author publishing.  

Explanation of the J 698  image, with its sneaky M compare this globe to all the others in manuscripts 
this globe has its Equator facing the opposite angle  and see the cross on the book on the desk 

 

The view the window watcher has is a dark and important alert.  He points at the constellations because he and his 

telescope had found them reversed! Some scholars might find it unusual that the publisher has chosen to use archaic 

Roman Numerals for dating purposes. The use of four Xs was not only past tense, but laborious to read as well as write.  
 

This is an original from the J557 publication. 
What do you see?  You see it is  C 2 :  Q 24 ,   with the 
number 4 in the archaic version as  IIII  and NOT as  IV. 

More evidence Nostradamus lived in  J.557 .   This also 

means he lived through the mystery events  of J 536 .  

So, HERE is a quest for some scholar to follow up! He surely 
would have described the events of that period somewhere 

 

Beasts ferocious from hunger will cross rivers, 
This information seems to refer to the Missing 411 in 
National Parks. The powers that be had been advertising 
everyone visit the parks – with the consequent dis-
appearance of  many of those visitors.. Perhaps with 
Lockdowns & no visitors, the cryptids ARE hungry! 

2 24  

Beasts ferocious from hunger will cross rivers, 
The greater part of the region will be against the Hister:  
         +river. The word RIVER also refers to Eridanus 
The great one will cause it to be dragged in an iron cage, 
When the German child will observe nothing. 
          ‘German child’ was the   Hitler youth - again 

 *recall 4 29 “Mercury will eclipse the sun”.  Our orbit went past 377.8 days some three years ago. 
3 3 Mars and Mercury and the silver [Moon] joined together 

See also 2 65 (Yellowstone): which says  Mercury in Sagittarius Saturn will fade          meaning from the French      

Mercure en l'Arc Saturne fenera   small time related openings in the heavens dating late cancer 

3 34  
When the eclipse of the Sun will then be, 
The monster will be seen in full day: 
Quite otherwise will one interpret it                   OTTAUUA RETREAT in the Template 
High price unguarded: none will have foreseen it. ………….Or 
Not caring about expense none will have been provided for. 
4 29 see in Why the Hammered Bracelet Could Not Be Flown Over... 
The Sun hidden eclipsed by Mercury 
Will be placed only second in the sky: 
By Vulcan [Nibiru] Hermes/Mercury will be made into food, 
The Sun will be seen pure, glowing red and golden. 
 

It seems to me the .M.  for one thousand is spaced as far as possible from the actual number 

IF YOU ARE WONDERING WHAT HAS THIS 
GOT TO DO WITH THE AGES, 

THE ANSWER IS  EVERYTHING. 
OUR AGES ARE CAUSED BY THE PLANETS 
OF OUR SOLAR SYSTEM BEING BUFFETED 

BY THE WAKE AND WASH OF THE 
INCOMING AND OUTGOING MINI SOLAR 

SYSTEM BELONGING TO OUR DEAD SISTER 
SUN OF 10 39. NOTING THEIR ORBIT CYCLE  

IS  DECREASING 
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4 97 

The year that Mercury, Mars, Venus in retrograde,  
We had this in Early 2022, plus Jupiter and Pluto are  also retrograde! 

The line of the great Monarch (Anu) will not fail: 

Elected by the Portuguese people near Cadiz, 

Who made old  growing in peace and reign. TRUMP 
4 97 3 has the word “president” in it ...  Efleu du peuple l’vfitant pres de Gandole, 

WELL LOVED ADEPT DEFT PRESIDENT FLEW SEAT-GATES-PIPED PERPETUAL LIFE E.T. ANU; ALTERS 

PREVIOUS, FLAGS OUR ALERTS; WE TO PREVENT BAD GODS DEVELOPING PLENTIFUL  DANGERS 

FOR OUR PLANETS PEOPLE 
➢ SEAT-GATES The M’Anibus seat, for manipulating the profits in 7 73 1. PIPED would be a pun, tubes is a better actual 

description, but the frequencies of certain musical notes made by pipers open portals. 
➢ PERPETUAL LIFE = immortal 

➢ OUR ALERTS = these hidden texts plus many other forms of warning 
5 32  
Where all is good, the Sun the Moon normal 
Is abundant ruin approaches her (Earth: 
From the sky it approaches to change your fortune. 
(The sun advances:      both Nibiru and our own) 
In the same state that is the seventh rock   [Earth] see 1 43, 2 88, 4 29, 6 2 & 6 70 
Nostradamus counted the planets from outwards in – just as any approaching space traveller would 
5 65 
Come suddenly the terror will be great,                       Nemesis and inhabitants of Sarru’ 
Hidden by the principal ones of the affair:                   the elite, pope, monarchy 
And the lady in breeches will no longer be in sight,    the collator, always in jeans 
Thus little by little will the great ones be angered.      by her 

4:20 The place will praise peace and plenty for a long time  
goes with 10 89 fifty seven peaceful years 1946 – 20 3 2003  and 1 43, 2 88, 4 29, 6 2  & 6 70 

Throughout its deserted realm the fleur-de-lis [electron frequencies] :     from micro wave and nuclear radiation  
Oannes transport the Earth, body of water dead  Fukushimasee Popol Vuh where the dirty oceans are being lifted off 
Pointless hoping being raptured (abducted, caught up) is fortunate. 
 

 

Early Sunday morning, March 22nd2020,  on face book, someone posted a ridiculous hoaxed video regarding Nostradamus and 

Ogmios.     These do annoy me so much, always being based on fear factor, ignorance and unsubstantiated scholarship. The first 

word that hit me in the face was "economy" – a word the doctor never used in real life, living in a feudal system. 
OGMIOS meaning = giant (OG) MIOS = making water- Uranite.  So is this really what Orion is doing? 

This video (which I am not going to promote) had an image purporting to be the doctor – but was instead, his son, Filippo. 

  

 

Published y649 – 49 years 

after the death of Filippo, 

burned at an iron stake. 

 

M.   DC.XLIX 

 

"[If] you are looking for, beyond the words, the meaning of the signs floats purposely hidden by the author... "          

"The Given Date (C) ...and [add] a thousand other advents (orbits) that will occur for waters and constant rains, (from 

E'Ya ) as then I simply in writing in my other prophecies that are made up in "soluta oration", the given date limiting the 

places, and (limiting/outlining the) times."     

 

Filippo Telling us in code that a thousand  "other" years was added.  Saying in Italian exactly the same as C6 Q2 

In year five hundred eighty more AND less,     (582 and 583 when pope Gregorius added 1000 years) 

You will await on an alien  cycle (era)              (or a new early millenium) 

In the year settecentotre (703**)  the skies will be/made witnessed,    (the RESET) 

proof the Notredames were not in the I500s, since he speaks of a century not yet arrived ! 

That in many realms they'll return five from. Benediction.Recall the sign of ben-edict.ion?It is not what we want to think! 

"as long as everything is not expert. (6 100) The future tense is characterized by the dates of the Mills precesses (Millers 

""The Empire will soon be made desolate,    (Empire always refers to the Orion Group) 

And [Earth] moved close to great Blazing Silvio/Saturn ..."  relates to “several kingdoms”  1 43, 2 88, 4 29, 6 2 & 6 70 Uranus vexed 
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J557 publication     see 6 2 and 2 88 
line 3 = En l’ã fept cés & trois cieulx en tefmoins 
Done the year seven hundred & three** heavens made witness, J703 
line 4 = Que plufieurs regnesplanets vn à ciq ferōt chãge. See third to fifth will be 

J557 That several kingdoms one to five will be made changed. 
J562 edition Que pour de l’or en bled pit= outer spacenon fans peine il change.  

6 2  go to 5 80,  7 3   J557 edition, 

En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins,           5:80   

On attendra le ƒiecle bien eƒtrange: 

En l'ã ƒept ces & trois cieulx en teƒmoins           7:3 J703 
J562.edQue pour de l’or en bled non fans peine il change.  

6 2  go to 5 80  Made the year five hundred eighty more and  less,        J582, 583                                       
One awaits the very strange age:/cycle: cycle:  elliptical figure of eight orbit of Nemesis 

Done the year seven hundred & three** heavens made witness,  
when all the constellations had already BEGUN reverseing FROM j686 ~ see Hevelius, one of the witnesses 

That several kingdoms one to five will be made changed.                       j557 ed. 

That because of space-made gold cube they change not without struggle.  j562 ed. 

 strange age/ the invented millenium, 1000 added 

cycle: age – era - century 

 ** see Filippo in ABBA ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 703** 

5 80  (from 6 2)  

Logmion grande Bisance approchera. 
Chassee sera la barbarique ligne: 
Des deux loix l'une l'estinique lachera, 
Barbare & franche en perpetuelle brigue 

5 80  (from 6 2)  Og means giant,  Mios means Orion 

Og.mios (Celtic Hercules/Anakim) will approach great Byzantium, (to remove 324½ years) 

The barbaric league AskheNazi banksters will be driven out: 

Of the two laws the heathen [non believer] one will give way  
Barbarian AskheNazi banksters and freemen  in perpetual strife  

 

 1 4 4 E.D. INTERRUPTING INTERPRETER:  GUARD MEANING … REPRESENT LESS SIMULATED MEDIA LUST.(!) the 
Copiests GARDENER [Ea] APPEARING AS GLEAMING (haloed) ING harvest INTRUDER - AGREE LARGE MINDEDNESS, 
GUARANTEES  DISGRUNTLED  ENTERPRISES: ENGINEER MEDDLERS  PARAMETERS.  chemtrails E.D. Extra Dimensional 

6 59 The Lady in fury because of rage from adultery,   (g m o/cannibalism) Hillary. Or Camilla or Chelsea 
She will come to conspire not to tell her prince:    Nimrod 
But soon will the blame be made known,       Kuru kuru 

So that seventeen will be put to martyrdom.       17 is the number of the Q movement 
 

4 45 1 Par conflit roi, regne abandonnera 

1. GENDARME greys  DAMPEN  EPIDERM               (skin) 
1. RESPIRE breathe ORGANELLES  ALLERGEN  * 
2. SEMIPROSTRATE  so OLDEST  DANGER OS 
2. PRIMED  T   -  ROTATES  AT  EASTER  ROSE 
3. ERATO  RESETS  AIR  RATE  END  OF ARIES-RAM  

4. A NAMED  RIP  2 65    aka Fuse Event, Grand Pulse and Wave Event 
*Breathing in the vaccinated persons shedding organisms 

 

Through (because of) leaders conflict, royalty abandoned 
ERATO an asteroid  Os is Yuletide Dec 22 for 12 days  
Because of war a leader will abandon his reign 
EASTER  ROSE  lines consistently tells us this  & 2027 
T: Celt Holly = July 9 August 4  
End of Aries.  Not sure if  RIP is R.I.P.  or a tear in the skies 
which is stated in 2 65 hidden text, for end of Cancer (Holly date) 

 aka Fuse Event, (CHANI) Grand Pulse (Nostradamus)  and  Wave Event (Casseopean Files) C+F+AUGUST 
 

7 21 2 MI ELDER CHANI: YELLS  FUSE ALARM,  DEFTER RAY ILL FAME IS  FATAL  FRY  ALERT: SAME  REALLY  RETARDS  EARTH 
 

 
i.590 
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 2 88     in  NIBIRU SOLAR SYSTEM 

Le circuit du grand faict ruineux 
Le nom feptiefme du cinquiefme fera: 
D'vn tiers plus grand l'eftrange belliqueux. 
4. Monton, Lutece, Aix ne garantira.    
PARIS  = In Apr. in sheep 2015, 2029           J555,  J557 

2 88 “3rd greater” = from Pluto to Neptune to Uranus” 

The circuit (orbit) of the great ruinous deed,   Nibiru, Nemesis/Atlas 

The seventh name [Earth] to the fifth placing will be:          
Earth is the 7th (rock) to the fifth place counting from Pluto 
For the third greater the stranger vexatious: Uranus affected by Nemesis 

Sheep (the year), Paris, [in April] Aix (Auriga) will not guarantee. 
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The three different editions used for 
these text results often have 

different spelling to accommodate 

the desired resulting anagrammed 

lines. 

top left J555 top right J557 

This quatrain has a pair herein, and they match the 100 acre Texas green standing corn crop circle of 2008 which shows Earth being 
moved “further beyond” by three times the current orbit. Same thing is shown on the Hopi  Prophecy rock & other crop circles. The 
words “further beyond” appeared in Hidden Texts from before 2012. 

 6 70 (in DA VINCI DOES MEET NOSTR. Part 2 cont) 

Au chef du monde le grand Chyren fera, 
Plus outre  apres ayme, craint, redoubte: 
Son bruit & loz les cieux furpaffera, 
Et du feul titre victeur fort contente. 

Chief of the world would the great "Chyren" be,     
CHIEN [Dog star is Sirius] R [Draco]Hen Cryer = Soros. CERN Henry/HarryIN RYE 
After this [earth] further beyond  loved, feared, dreaded: 
His fame and praise will go beyond the heavens, 
And with the sole title of victor will he be quite satisfied. 

 

  
further beyond 
 to be continued in Part 2 

Letter #35 
Si vis, dicam tibi uno verbo quis sit: frater/brother  est domini/who lives Ioannis (Oannes IO annis – tenth century) 

If  willing word force calls thee alone any such able being destroys lords existence  
4 67 1 The year that Saturn and Mars are equal fiery  
4 86 1 The year that Saturn will be conjoined in Aquarius 
            So 4 86 and 5 91 are paired  
5 11 3 Saturnines will no longer occupy their own realm 
The law and realm  raised by the Sun,  
5 14 1 Saturn and Mars in Leo Spain captive, 
5 24 Saturn = Satan & Jupiter = laws and contracts, with the Sun5 
24 2 Saturn will have dominion over Jupiter:  
5 24 4 By those of Saturn suffering  the worst. The Saturnines,Anu  

 5 62 2 Sun in the Orient, Saturnines  in the West: 
The realm and law raised under Venus,  (Valiant Thor said he came 
from Venus                   Saturn will have dominion over Jupiter:    
5 87 1 The year that Saturn is out of/beyond excluded its control 
(bondage-orbit)  By those of Saturn suffering  the worst.     
5 91 4 By those of Alba when Mars is in Leo & Saturn in Aquarius  
6 4 4 Saturn, Leo, Mars, Cancer in plunder. 
6 17 3  Those Saturnins burned by the millers,(Saturnines – Anakim. Millers of 

the Great Millwheel of Ages – The Elohim Alliances 

3 2 obeying the BI THESAURAL directives found in the Template 
VOICE ACTIVATION CONFERS MATERIAL MATTER 
ASTONISHING LAUNCH ENCOMPASS  EARTH TO MILKY WAY 
– MYSTERIOUS SECRET ... CONSCIOUS SPIRIT ~  
ENTIRE COGENCY 
POSSESSING FOREIGN MATERIAL STABILIZER 
ORBITING PLANETOID CITY ~ ARK AT THE FOOT 
UNEQUALLED  AEGIS  BEYOND 

 is the Andromeda Council, said to be dimensional beings, therefore “conferring 
material matter” indicates they must “pass on” duties which are of a material 
format, such as handing to the Procyons the job of clearing out the reptilian 
bases worldwide. This was done by sonics 
able to think while using/within a Star gate trip, being beamed out 
AEGIS a protective shield or force field 
Is the ARK  the “VITRIM” of Cassiopeia In other lines as the “Lunar nurseries” 
Astonishing launch = moving Earth out of harm’s way/being beamed up 

3 49 4 En autres moeurs et lois seras rangé  
ANCHORET females TRANCHE   
BENOIT (anchor Allan W) FORSEEN   
ANCHORET RESET ORNATE  CHARTS  

ARREST BI TEN the Eloim FREES ORBIT NET FETTERS 
FOR CHARTER   trade routes 

A.U SUN RETREATS ~ END UP RE-CREATION  
IOU  FREE TO  EAT        

You will be set up beyond ~ within other customs and laws  
TRANCHE  matured contract Publisher – Nostradamus or these texts 

ORNATE CHART:  the solar system. RE SET could be a pun regarding 

SET at Easter (and exactly what was Passover anyway? 

ARREST of the Earth by Ten Angels, the negative Sephirot.  

Could be NET as in Reticuli, and or InterNet 

A.U. = Astronomical Units retreats further away from the sun for 

safety, begins the Golden Age.  N is Celt Ash Feb 18 = March 17 
ORNATE can also refer to October/Libra. NET would be the Zeta Reticulans. CHARTER: is the “flight plan” to move Earth away 

 
 

 i562 publication 
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I600             J607 

we see connections here.  
First, the language is Greek/ Macedonian/ 
Peloppenese 
Second, the fashions of the day – looks very 
Hastings  dose it not! 
Third, Scythian harlequin suits, same of king 
Artur on the Modena lintel, same of many in 
the Hastings-Bayeux tapestry.  
The harlequin suit same as worn in the 
illustration in Xenophon Art of Horsemanship 
But not the same as the chain mail, which 
they depict differently. 

So far as the Greek influence... C+F+ edict 

7 2 3 AND IN SECRET CLEMENT BULL-  
ROMAN EDICT UMBRELLA cover LEO (pope?)   

 

 

 

J746 

 

CULLODEN  

 

 

DISSOLVOR?  Of what  

replacing an old world 

order with a new?  

Circled are  Free 

Masons’  s igi l s . . .  

The cross of  Lorraine 

with the Fleur  de Lis 

might  point  to  thi s  

being a French coin 

and that  would 

indicate Louis XIV 

the sun king.  

It is not the intention in this 

False Ages article to research 

the source or meaning of coins 

- only their date 

          J669  is the date of Louis XIV gaining Candia when before Candia became Crete  
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The above video includes Dalai Lama showing the horns hand sign July 25 2012 C+F+PHEON CROSS. Is it a bandaid? 
     

Sanhedrin of the PASSOVER  
of the Crossing   
of our dark sun 

 
This was the visit which caused Pompeii in J79 

 
The equator is showing a tip to its angle 

If you go to the C+F+WORMWOOD woodcut and Stonehenge 
crop circle you will see the Pheon Cross and the diagonal 

cross which is shown here   

 

 

the date these texts say is November 
5th  2022 with follow-up Yule events 
Both the date of Easter and the Year of the 

Cat/rabbit/2023 have many mentions in 

the Hidden Texts, relating to a mini ice age. 

The word TURN appears just once in all the 

quatrains and presages. 

When they say “pole shift” it means a turn 

of around 5,200 nautical miles, putting 

Earth sideways again, with Antarctica nack 

under the equator, as it was in J550s. 

The turn seems to be a slow one, having 

been noticed in 2011 by the Inuit. 

102 J564 (+458 CODE = 2022) Octobre.   go to ANTENNA Continues 

La bouche & gorge en feruides pustules, 

De sept Grands cinq. toux distillante nuire : 

Pluye si longue. à non mort tournent bulles, 
Le Grand mourir, qui trestous faisoit luire. 

Both mouth and throat shall angry pustules burn, poison in chemtrails 

Of nobles seven cough phlegmy five shall wrack. 
So long a rain. blisters non fatal turn,                                  of Earth 
The Lord shall die, who shone on all alack!      (Ala.Lu-Lucifer/Jesus)meaning 

The Lord shall die, who shone [Illuminati] alack on all! 

5 11  3 Leur regne plus Saturne n'occupera,  Saturn no longer occupies its/their reign 
Having worked with this line, then going to find the Presage’s they mention, chills went up my spine... date matched 
CLUE=REASON CONCERN: PURE CRUEL NERO ANU NOCTURNE ANGELS UP RUE RUN TRUCULENCE, PRUNE NURTURE RULE 

, UNCOUPLES, SECURES NUCLEAR NEUTRONS PRESSURE 

  

There are two presages, one of which speaks of the turn (Octobre i564+458 =2022) and the other speaks of these dates and more... 

 

/Leech-Hirudo, 
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 RUE RUN TRUCULENCE      much meaning within these words.  The Anu will RUE the pretences against their idea of service to self (the 
TRUCULENCE) since their IQ is high enough to comprehend what they truly are yet force is still their means of getting their own way.         
And therein lies their problem. Lying down  

 SOLE PRESAGE AUGUR  POLE Octobre i564  2022  

 Counter to the current turn of Earth, or They countered a full turn, since the word PRONE is used

 

  Lying down by approximately 5,200 nautical miles or between 6 – 8 degrees, causing Saudi Arabia to become the north pole

    = The Eloim Alliances

Presage J564 3 Pluye si longue.                                                                                                                                                        
UGLY LEO LEGION LOSE, YOU USING GUILE – YOUNG UNPIOUS PILE LIES SONY – LUPINE ONES PLUNGE POLE YULE-OS,        

WE SEE SIGNS : IN GUNS YES-NO SINE PULSE NOISE ON PELEE, NOSEY EGO GOES SLIPS U.S. PIG SWILL SPINE LINE.  

YELLOW SLOPES SPEW,  SNOWY EON WIPES ONE-EYE OWL OILY ONES WHO SLEW, YELLING OWES US, SO WE POE SON IN YEW 

PIE SONG SPIEL, PUNY LEG, LOUNGE-GIPSY, WEEP, SEEING SPYING IN OPEN RING.  

NEWS IS YOUR LOGIES (all actors and propaganda)  SOL, POLES SWING, WHY UP, SLEEPING, £  1623 8 38 2 next pages LYING down .            

ISON WINGS SUN OG : ONUS ON U.N. PILE, PLOY IS ; WIPES SILOES = YENS EULOGY, SOW NEW GENUS IN LIEU GUYS’ SOULS .  

IS NO LONG GENS generations WIN.  

• LEO LEGION LOSE from Leo constellation, a faction of Anunna. 6 59 3 says they were  "masters of all". The part of Leo is the ‘hip’, the star called Chertan 
which was once part of The Carpenter which is now the Compass & Set Square of the Free Masons – there fore that section of the Alah Lu-Lucifer faction. 

• YOU USING GUILE from  such sources as social platforms and ‘darker’ websites that the obvious. When posting a meme that seeker-bots will censor you, 
change the font to running writing or turn the image sideways. This confuses the seeker-bots. 

• UNPIOUS PILE from the Pleiades. The invaded Plejarens derive from Atlas, Alcyone and Maia (so far). There are NO angelic Plejarens which can be in ANY form 
of contact with current humans. Our DNA halo damages theirs. This leaves ALL OTHERS claiming to be Pleiadians in doubt. We are also being told here that there 
are differing calibres of Plejaren in terms of their agenda and how we should or should not trust them. The proff sits in the craft they arrive with.  Billy Meier’s 
were from Sirius, part of the Antarctica triad of Sirius-Fallen Ones-Aldebaren (the same of Hitler). And the same of George Adamski & Aleister Crowley/GHW Bush.  

• Fooling humans has always been via good cop – bad cop. Judge them by the craft they fly in. 

• LUPINE ONES  from the Free Mason – Rockefeller group. The Rockefeller family are called the WOLF in these texts. Currently there is no constellation in the 
Big G of the FreeMasons named Wolf although there is Lepus The Hare, but Auriga (in the Big G)  was once known as the Wolf & the Leopard.  There is another Wolf 
(Wolf 324) from where come the Ummo of Italy, who maintain they are not here to interfere, according to David Wilcock. 

• YULE-OS The OS period is the first decan of Capricorn, December 21 to January 1st. There are two OS periods in very year. Yule is the 12 days from christ.mass. 
➢ YES-NO  binary SINE sonic waves   PULSE  square ElectroMagnetic Pulse sound waves NOISE ON PELEE aphesis used from these texts warnings have said 

Mt Pelée will be the last sign before the LA sinkhole pulls at Madrid Fault allowing Great Lakes to spill into Gulf of Mexico  
➢ NOSEY EGO from the « Nose » Enif  of Pegasus or those Large Nosed Grayles from Altair, that can land safely at American Air Force Bases. To say ‘nosey’ 

meaning ‘curious’ could also apply to Markabians from the ‘Shoulder’ of Pegasus, also known as Tall Whites, living in the Los Vegas desert in America. 
➢ PIG SWILL SPINE LINE  from spine line meaning geologic faultline. Pig Swill  referring to United States I think, but could also refer to the appaearance of 

the Madrid Fault event of the 19th century when the ground became like quicksand – or ‘swill’. 
➢ YELLOW SLOPES  from  2 65 which directly speaks of Yellowstone, see both 2 65 and 10 82 next page 
➢ ONE-EYE OWL OILY ONES from the fact they hold the economy based on oil, & a pun. One eyed refers to luminati, the Owl to Bild.erberg Group Freemasons. 

In the Book I Am Darius  by Girroux, the Owl that lets him know he is being picked up, takes him to « the other moon ship » which belongs to the EnLil entity... 
£   273 3 76 1 Page 11 LEONARDO WAS  EN.KI INCARNATED En Germanie naiftront diverfes fectes  

SATAN REFINED GRIM SEMEN OFFENCES, IS FERVID RETENTIVE INTERFERENCE FINE GEMSTONEEarth REVENGER TO FEMINIST DIFFERENCE, matriarchy 

DEFTER SINE SATAN (‘Lord of airways, chief pilot, lord of sacrificial smoke etc)  – VOMITING REFERENCES 
 (the line 8:65:3 ‘‘pardon vomiting, nitrides disorient’’ meaning the “other moon ship” YHWH-the I Darius Parvechal mention :  
GRIM SEMEN OFFENCES, see GENDER AGENDA, still think these texts are coincidence? In the book I DARIUS paraphrased pg 149  he actually says 
“strange as it seems, Nostradamus is on the other planetoid” . 
10 56 2 Grand fleux de fang fortira par sa bouche RA SUFFIX: COLDER EARTH AND BUGGER OFF RED REPTILE IN FACE FAUX PAS. PROFOUND 
SUFFIX E.Yah FOXED FAR FLUNG DARIUS: A NEANDERTHAL FOX, AND ARROGANT PARUECHAL OF GENDER AGENDA, – BAD 
DNA FRAUD, AND EXACERBATEDmade worse THE PLAN OF EXTRA ARCH FOE GALAXIES' CARPOannes CRAP, SUFFER cause EXTRA BAD DRAGON, BAD 
ING HARVESTusing fema camps, F.D.R. ARRANGED UNUUITTINGLI.  in 1933 see J-Rod45 & Treaty IX, due the real 2014  DARIUS' FAR FLUNG PAD 
[the “other moonship”] ROB RATE OF SOULS EXCHANGE ~ BROUUNED OFF FAIR GRAND FATHER (AS and or E.Yah) 

• In the Book fully titled I Am Darius : The Last Prophet   by Girroux, we can see in hindsight Girroux/Darius (a warmonger) was NOT the final prophet ! 
➢ POE from human combustion which Edgar Allen Poe was so fascinated by, as was Dickens  SONS IN YEW from either Halloween or December 22/23  

• PIE from Magpie/Provence = Nostradamus  SONG SPIEL,from verses PUNY LEG,from Scheatt in the Leg of Pegusus, the tiny bluish grey that stayed with 
Whitley Strieber for a week, and which mentors me LOUNGE GIPSY,from "she who combs her hair lounging" = Casseopea 

• SPYING IN OPEN RING from "they do not understand about the ring", being a cronor visor, 7 23 3 because they do not understand about the ring... in which I 
have had several visitors. Seems that when they are using one, others can ‘invade’ that space and spy on them. 

• ISON WINGS SUN OG from Ison-Wings of Aten dead sister sun 10 39 = the Nemesis mini solar system.  OG means giant 
• ONUS from ‘obligation’ ON U.N. PILE from the ‘heap’ under the ‘tail’ of Taurus which has no hind legs. PILE refers to the fallen angel Pleiades, under Antarctica. 

They see it as a duty to eradicate the ‘useless eaters’ – AND the ‘useless breathers’ which are the ungulates they have been wiping out using first a weapon which 
explodes the brain then an ice storm as a cover up – world wide. The letters U.N. refer to the fallen ones which look human, in the United Nations. 

• WIPES SILOES which Plejarens are involved somehow with arranging the starvation agenda of humanity by those in the U.N. 
• NO LONG GENS IN WIN The current generations will no longer be viable. This failure of the current tweak of our DNA was completed by way of BlueMouse and 

see herein one mention of Blue Mouse Project from the Template £  1598 8 13 2 MOURN BLUE MOUSE NO-HOPER  ROLE ... says it all – our children attached literally via 
blue light, to both their android phones and ‘the cloud’ – never able to improvise for themselves. Parents using the tablet, TV and computer phones to babysit. 

• NEW GENUS from ‘TRANSHUMAN’ see 1 10 4 IN LIEU GUYS’ SOULS  instead of the male format  which once was the provider and protector of the family unit.  
The new transhumanism robotoid desired as the perfect slave, devoid of souls.     1 10 3 The ancestors and forebears will come forth from their depths   

(outer space)                 1 10 4 lamenting to see thus dead the fruit of their line.         ‘Fruit’ meaning DNA  END OF IOUR LINE  
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£  1292 4 49 2  J555 publication Que du haut ciel ne viendra eflogner:  i published in  LEONARDO, MARDUK, Part 6     2014 

                                                                            Which  from high heavens  it will not come far: (eflogner = flung) 

LEONARDO DA VINCI, HE KEEN FOR FUTURE ART GUILE.   See at Folio 8 of the Web site  9 18 4 REPEL HERON/Grus POUUER   
ART HELD GUILEFUL HERON HEN CREATURE THAT HELEN ACQUIRED : GAVE FULL ERUDITION   

see pdf forums The Real Age of The Giza Floorplan,  BAUVAL &  MORE.   ARES  = genocide 

U.N. REFUTE HUGE ARES LIE ...NEED HUGE ALIEN FLU IN NEEDLE; FUELS  END OF IOUR LINE published in 2014 

Pluye si longue. à non mort tournent bulles  
POLLUTER ELITE BULLIES’ (NEUER OWNING ENTIRE PLANET) ARES genocide WELL-RUN  TORTURE :-VIPER ELEMENT PLAGUE 
TORMENTS GROWN PLENTEOUS (UENTILATOR RUINOUS LUNGS) PORTENT RABBIT YEAR 
ROTTEN BROWN STAR MONSTERS NOT TROUBLING MARINES ROUTING TUNNELLERS,  
ST GERMAIN’S TRUE GESARA WINNERS AT IMPORTANT EASTER-NOBLE (October-Libra)  

 

10 82 

Coming with blades cries, weeping, tears, 

Delivering final attack seeming to flee: 

Parks all around platforms set up high , 

The living pushed back  &  murdered instantly. 

➢ Coming with blades cries, weeping, tears,    Blades = helicopters. Because 2 65 & 10 82 speak about National Parks, and here the 

French word "coteaux" if as "coreaux" can mean "hillside" – I believe this is pointing towards the Missing 411 of David Paulides. The 

three letter helicopters are not there to find the missing, they are there to make sure no one does find the missing.  
➢ Delivering final attack seeming to flee: this can refer to a pyroclastic cloud, or a feint in a battle such as the underground fighting by 

the White Hat military trying to save generations of inbred human children from their satanic fate in the deep undergroun bases.. . I 

recommend reading LEMURIA by Richard Shaver  1945 – on Folio 7 of the Hidden Texts Website, and the DERO pdfs 
DERO LEMURIA  Richard Shaver 

➢ https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Dero-Lemurius-RICHARD-SHAVER.pdf 
 

➢ http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/DERO-COLLECTION-at-Nov.-28.pdf 
 

➢ http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/DERO-OG-COLLECTION-PART-TWO-FEB-24-2018.pdf 
➢ Parks all around platforms set up high , When Yellowstone began its surging since around 2014, the ground became too hot to walk 

on. One would think the Parks would cordon off the entire Park for the safety of the public.  But no, the Parks built platforms so the 

public were not aware of the reason! At the same time encouraging the public to visit National Parks. Knowing full well about strange 

disappearances and unusual findings hanging very high in trees. 
➢ The living pushed back &  murdered instantly. Here is the real clue. Yes, the c i a were caught at Yellowstone in 2013 planting bombs 

but they were prevented from simply using jump rooms to Mars, by those in the badly named Black Knight/s, sasaring the Mars base 

jump room. You can still find the youtube video “Asteroid hits Mars October 2014”. That was Plan A, and being a Plan means it 

would be murder! There is other technology those below have which when seen in action does look exactly like an invisible for ce 

“pushing” people back instantly. An EMP weapon. It can be seen deployed in a 2008 Arnie movie. 
 

£   273 3 76 1 Page 11 LEONARDO WAS  EN.KI INCARNATED En Germanie naiftront diverfes fectes       Germany made born differing sects/types 

DIVINE RETICENT ST GERMAIN ARRANGES FINEST NESARA-GESARA RENDER EFFECTIVE EFFICIENT TEST EVENT 
FEARING NAMED FIREMEN, REFER  FEMA MENACE (lettered fire brigade = guillotined dead) help is not real help 
ROTTEN SEMITE MAFIA FIENDS INEFFECTIVE VENDETTA – RESORT TO INIECTION-FEVER INFECTION (NASTIER  REFINE-MENTS) 
GVUIDESTONES TERMINATION  TO OFFSET, CERN TAKES CORE OFF CENTRE , AIM ASTEROIDS INTERFERENCE , E.T. INVASION 
OFFENCE IS FIFTIES TO FIFTEEN SEDITION communists “AFFECTS RODENT” fluoride INSERTED, IS  A.I. INTERFACE DECEIT INFESTATION 

➢  A.I. INTERFACE DECEIT  C+F+MUSK 

£  1834 10 49 2 Dans le chemin des montagnes cavees: In the paths of hollow mountains: both SKYSCRAPERS and  DUMBs 
MICHELS OMEN: CERES CAENEUS DEMONS sad to say this, but contactees of these demons do not gnow  
DEMONS DO SOME G.M.O. ANTIGENS.virus  ATONING THOU DOMINATES NEGATION THESE   
CAENEUS CAUSES DOLORES CANON MISCHANNELS  MICHEL NOSTREDAME IN HER MIND.                

 in Da Vinci Met Nostradamus  May 16 2015 pgs 5 & 6 "CHEAP SHOT" and  "NO DISHONOR TO THEE 

10 49 2 CAENUS MIND SEDUCER DEMONS CAUSE DOLORES CANON MISCHANNEL’D  MICHEL 

NOSTREDAME... ATONING  IOUR  CAUSE NELL... 
C+F+CAENEUS "walk like Donald Duck" but prefer to hover (from a Linda Moulton-Howe article) from Alpha Centauri, running 

Pentagon, are camped on Ceres touted by Tony Rodriguez, who, just like Peter Maxwell Slattery have had no choice but to believe in their visitors, copiests as those are. 

The word CAENEUS has 8 mentions in the Hidden Texts Template. These aliens TOLD the Pentagon they came from Alpha Centauri, but the Template tells us in £ 97 1 97 1 that 

they come from  the “saucepan” of Ursa, Ursa Minor.  £  1402 5 59 2. £  3211 4 82 4. £  3247 5 18 4    
£   156  2 56 1 ENQUIRE AND DEFINE: INSANE ELITES QUEER UNAGILE STEP CAENEUS,  UNIFIED  FIEND SEDUCE IN REFINED FEUD .  CUE, CAUSE EGALITE LIGATURE communism SOURCE NAZI  

£  1507 6 64 2 CERES  ATROPINS  black eyed   EUCAINES /anaesthetic CAENEUS PATRON/pope and or pentagon  

TO SECURE RESCUE IRANS IMPORTER ROUTES. (stargates)  March 20 2003.                                                       

these had NO PART IN POEMS SOURCE see 8:65:3  just making sure there is no confusion with the younger elders who gave the 
quatrains etc to Nostradamus 

EUCAINES = anaesthetic, referring to these grayles rendering ppl unconcious, by vibrating the epipteric bone behind the ear . Told us this in  :                                                                       
£  3192 4 63 4  FUSILLADES  EPIPTERIC SLEEPin IDLEFUL EPIC. EPIPTERIC the bone behind the ear that resonates to frequencies 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Dero-Lemurius-RICHARD-SHAVER.pdf
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/DERO-COLLECTION-at-Nov.-28.pdf
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/DERO-OG-COLLECTION-PART-TWO-FEB-24-2018.pdf
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10 49 J562 edition 
Jardin du monde aupres de cite neufve, 

Dans le chemin des montagnes cauves: 

Sera faifi & plonge dans la Cuve,  

Beuvant par force eaux foulfre envenimeca. Nij 

10 49  

From the new city of the worlds garden,    New York, Twin Towers 
In the paths of mountain caverns:               D.U.M.Bs or skyscrapers 
Will be hit & plunged into the Basement,    Towers & NESARA 

By force to drink  sulfite waters  envenomed .   
Forced to drink waters envenomed  which is what has been happening. Waters fluorided, with g.m.o. cobra & kraite venom! 

See in the next pdf CONNECTIONS or research Dr Ardis interviews with Stew Peters. 
Towers & NESARA. NESARA was to have been ratified that day. See details in the ST GERMAIN pdfs 

10 49 3 Sera faifi & plonge dans la Cuve, Will be hit & plunged into the Basement,  9.11   or Deep Underground Bases 
SAIS CONVULSING was this the reason for the true Saisons/Saxons exodus to Scotea ? 

LEARNING SAIS CONVULSING  IN CRONUS VISOR RING. PLACID R.O. UNIVERSAL LEPSARIA FOUR UUINGED ANGELS  AVENGE 
FOUL SELF VALUING VIPEROUS PONCES OF SARDONIC  ENLIL ARES-CLEARING genocide:- CONVULSES SPORADIC FIVE GEE AIR 
PLANES frequencies OVER OUR SPECIAL CANOE-LAND PARADISE, (Earth) DISPLACED  ALIENS DANCING ACROSS ALL; VALUE ASPIRIN 
➢ I wonder if the ASPIRIN hint relates to the 3 letter agencies, CDC,FDA & WHO banning over the counter Paracetamol sales 
Working with the word SAIS will eventually take us to the word SAXON, because Sais is where the finest short blades were made and 
exported from the area Heliopolis to Memphis near Sais – thence to the Gladiators, and to the precursors of Alfred the Great. The 
short sword in his times was known as the Saxe. According to Bernard Cornwall (The Last Kingdom books).  For me, the lining up of  

« "Breton acquaint Norman king" » is still a priority. For one thing, the Angles did not come from Anglia.C+F+Angles 

 

£  3123 3 94 4 ANCHORETTE  PARKS CONSENTS – RENDERS REPLACE ART, CONNEQTS SEQUENTS, TRACES CREATORS CONSEQUENT U [uranite]    
                       Ʃ (eben) SECT = EPIC SCARE 

PARKS PATIENCE: FREQUENT CROSS REFERENCED ALL. QUEEN PROCEEDS TFR. SELF RELIANCE TRANCE q e f TENURE. 
 (q.e.f. Latin By reason of Quintus' daughter) daughter of the Five 

 
see 8 13 2 next page. 

 

 
Leo is reversed to what we see today 

 2 ROSES means 2 time gate conduits. Six bullets notice the rampant Lion/Leo is facing the wrong way. Three bullets 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 NijCuve (capitalized words) [j = y]  CUE ICE  IVY-VINE date September 2 to October 27 

JUNE VI (or IV) U.N. VENUE NIV J.C. VEIN (NWO) Revelation false rapture.  
The “Pantomine in the evening”  Saying June 4th to 6th  false alien invasion 

  
 

 

Taurus here and Leo reversed, above 
DATING THESE BY WAY OF PREVIOUS 
CONSTELLATION FORMATION 
These are popes sigils 
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Farrier/’the shod horse’ 

 

£  1598 8 13 2 Fera par Praytus Bellerophon mourir,   
Will cause Bellerophon to die because of Proetus,king of Argos – (Ayse?) where the Mantids come from 

Bellerophon is a chain reference to Colt znd-or Auriga, with Auriga referring to FreeMasons 
PRAY FOR OUR FAIRER NESARA SAINT RUNIFORM PARTY, Golden Cubes & Runic Skies.  

first  page 

S e e  t h e  R U N I F O R M  i n  t h e  c r o p  c i r c l e ,  w i t h  N E S A R A  S A I N T  b e i n g  S t  G e r m a i n  
THEIR NEUU C+F+SUBTLE MOON . . . see my photo 27th April 22 

FEAR NOT THE LEO NOPH FIRES BELL BULLETS. image above 

N OPH  a n  a n c i e n t  n a m e  f or  Me m p h i s /A l  Q a h i r a /C a i r o ,  m e a n i n g  ‘ c on q u e r o r ’    b u t  a l s o  
MARS  see the image I was not allowed to share Dec. 2019 Lionman on Mars 
FARRIER a horse constellation Sagittarius PARRY/fight against  NEOMORPHS   

N E O M ORPH S  are meant to be fictitious parasitic extraterrestrials, long heads, big teeth, as in ALIEN 
FARRIER  seems to be a chain reference to COLT/Bellerophon/FreeMasons based in Leo-Carpenter OR* 
YOU UUILL MOURN ELON’S A.I. BLUE MOUSE NO-HOPER  ROLE  
the secret  Blue Mouse Project... turning children into partial android computers directly connected to A.I 
recall 1 10 4 “lamenting thus to see dead the fruit of their line” 
If any of you are thinking Elon Musk is playing both sides, here are a few pointers of 

“judge them by what they do”:  HOW and WHY is Elon now the richest man on the planet, probably 
partly because the former richest people are now exe-cuted & their assets seized... yet - what does he do 
for solid Good  with that money?    

He builds dangerous cars that are an ecological oxy-moron, cars with a literal kill switch. 
In his position he is fully aware of anti gravity technology, yet he keeps up the rocket ship facade.    
He warns against artificial intelligence, yet he promotes it to its final transhuman soul-less result.  
He is anti family naming his child a number. His satanic symbols surround him... 

 

                                
£  1623 8 38 2 Une autre fois le peuple emonopolle, 
SLEEPY PROLE EVENTUAL TRUE MOON AVENUE FEATURE, EVEN OF OMEN (see CAUSE FOR PAUSE pdf)  
PELEUS SLEEP hibernate LOOP LA (sinkhole) VENUE: NOTE VALUE Petroleum ENVELOPE NATURE OF PEOPLES LOVE MONEY   

£  2593 8 65 3 PARDON VOMITING, NITRIDES DISORIENT (inside a space ship or planetoid) 

8:65:3 Vingt mois tiendra le regne a`grand pouvoir Twenty months rule held with great force    Allan Webber’s template 

A,Cassiopeia  GRAND VIRGINS SLENDER ANDROID INITIATES  
PARDON VOMITING NITRIDES DISORIENT IN A GRANDPA PLANETOID ‘moonship’  
pairs a codes within codes alert...the Capitalized words       

PuniqueGauloys codes within codes                       and  C+F+3 76 1 and C+F+MOONSHIP 
EQUAL-SIGN Libra YOU UP QUA told b4 UNIQUELY IN  AQUEOUS. UUASP-LIKE UUAKEN YOU QUASI OPAQUE IN A SONG-LIKE UUAY              
in aqueous – in a water sign ? UUasp-like= the Mantid 
SUUAPS  ONE UP AGILE IN SKY, UUOKE UP, UUILL  LOSE  PUKING SEE UUALKS SAGE GUYS: PIE GONE YOUNG (KNEUU YOU ALL)               

Pie is the sigil for Provence, means the doctor himself ...  
so saying our new spring equinox will be in Libra.  
WILL LOSE PUKING relates to PARDON VOMITING when Nostradamus had his first lifting up experience of ‘chilled horror’. 

 

£  1598 8 13 2 FEAR NOT THE LEO NOPH  
UUHO  FIRES  PLASMA  BELL BULLETS. 

 

*FARRIER chain reference to:  
In the ALKHEMYE LIST   SHOES OF IRON (Scorpio) AND BRASS 

(Libra) also means IN SAGITTARIUS 
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£  2609 8 81 3  De la Sicile viendra l'efmotion   From Sicily will come such trouble              
SOCIAL-MINDED MEDIEVAL DOCTOR ALERTS ILL OMENS...  INFANTILE MENDACITIES, EACH  TORN 
DEMONIC VILLAINS DOMINEER EVIL ELITE – DO SATANIC AVID DEMOLITION OF SOULS 
IS DELICATE secret  SELF-RELIANCE TO  DEDICATE,  E.D.extra dimensionals SELECTED LONDONER (Icke) TOO LATE 

£  3512 8 41 4 LASSUS/economy MORTGAGEE/the bankster SUPPLIED TREATMENT PLAGUES DANGERS GORGES METALS      
SPLURGES: PULSES  GORGIA    “PLAGUES TREATMENT SUPPLIED PULSES (5G) DANGERS - GORGES METALS (heavy metals)                                                           

 

£  2869 1 40 4  LOYALEST NELL  SOLELY CHANTS. CATCHING CONNECTS ALLOY CALENDS EDICTS MEANT TO CHANGE A 
LOT.  MIGRATES moves AGES.  MONTAGE (mixes) YES/NO (A.I. binary)     CONDEMNATION  MEGATON   
.                                           

 
1 40 4 OTHERS NOT ANALYSING: DETACH ECONOMY AS ANCIENT AN [AskheNazi]  HAD   ONCE  STYLED 

 

£  2688 9 60 3 Grand Ifmael mettra fon promonroire,  Greater Arabia pushed from its isthmus/prominence, (to be the North Pole) 
Andromeda Council  OMEN  PROMOTION TREATS deals with  DILEMMAS these texts  ANGERS DINOSAUR OANNES...   

REAL MATTER IS MALE GENITOR DANGER  transhumanism  
STAR ROTATES GEM/Earth LETTERM DATE: SEPT 2 - SEPTR 29 MISARRANGED  MEAL TIMES saying the sun does not rise where & when it should 

PATRONS [Patriarchal, reptilian]   MONITOR MOON READINGS DANGER  other alerts say the moon will leave & become in Opposition to Earth on her 
orbit & that there is already a second moon waiting to fulfil the natural needs of a moon, such as the coral spawn and sea turtle hatching...  

 

 
I put this one here because many people have become interested in the 
word TARTARIA 

son promonroire – its kingdom of Ishmael (would that be Allah ?) 

9 60 

Conflict Barbar en la Cornere noire, 
Sang efpandu trembler la Dalmatie , 
Grand Ifmael mettra fon promonroire,  
Ranes trembler fecours Lufitanie. 

9 60 
Babar/Tartarian  fights in the black Crown ,    (Jesuits?) 
Blood shed scaring the Croation,    
Great Arabia its prominence make,                (think Dubai) 
[that] Deed helps Lusitania to shake.    

so saying earthquakes can be man made  
ran.e LATIN ADV POS  res, rei  N  F   [XXXAX]   thing; event, business; deed, fact; cause; property;  

Blood shed usually means the torture killing of children for their adrenachrome..."suffer the little children to come unto me..." 
 

 

 

The Natural son of Nostradamus, 
named Filippo Notredame at birth 
who termed himself petit fils (base born) 
meaning out of wedlock  - born in Italy... 
 

burned at an iron stake in J 600 
because Roman Catholic priests 
placed themselves the “interpreters 
of god’s will” and the knowledge 
of multiple planets was going to 
make that idea awkward for folk 

 

 

 

  
Patent for chemical trails  January 1985 Vatican 1985 coin. No California.   Ritual Mocking by Media - Fringe Episode. 

Also known as GEO-ENGINEERING,  Greens party agenda See Africa etc. post planet reset No California. Post planetary reset 
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ALTHOUGH THERE IS STILL WORK  

TO DO WITH THIS TOPIC, THIS P.C. 

HAS DECIDED NOT TO CO-OPERATE 

SO THE TIME TO QUIT FOR THIS 

MOMENT HAS ARRIVED 

MAY 18 2022 

CONTINUES FROM PARTS 1 & 2 into 3 

 
J542   an “upside down map” 

where “south is above”, yet the legends are written to be read by 

the viewer, correct side up 
 

This is following the J536 volcanic episode which left the planet 

with almost two years of semi darkness and no summer 
 

I have been puzzled that many maps show the land sideways, 

then others show it in the same cycle of centuries as upside down, 

and the century involved seems to be the sixth (say 592, & 496,  

Hastings with its reversed Cetus) sixth, the Nostradamus 

vignettes, showing vulpecular the Fox , Sagitta and Leo all facing 

the other way, but the Vallard Atlas and Piris Reis J513 map are 

sideways! 
 

These details will lead to the truth regarding a middle-era visitor. 
 

Woodcut medium is not the easiest way 

of medianformation. 

Here is a woodcut from a witness to the  †871 
DARTS FROM THE SKIES which really 

caused the Great Chicago Fire  – making one 

wonder if this was the case for the Ao666 

Great London Fire. 

Since there is no such thing as ‘coincidence’, 

the very date of (J) 666 should raise ones’ 

eyebrows. 

This kind of manipulation of economical 

events is run by the very old secret societies 

we know today as the likes of Free Masons. 

Backed by negative Off World Trade 

Interests – where the Weather Making 

technologies derive.  

Such as the Great Depression Drought. 

And the current Muster by flooding. 

 

 
 

  

Left eye bruise from “sweating the quill”? research that In my research  on this topic I found it disturbing and sickening 
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This is supposed to be a map from i590 

Recall the Dutch J592 map of the non Sahara 

desert? 

this map here is supposed to be the same 

timing. 

This i590 would make it Tudor period, yet the 

main body says Anglia, indicating the Angles 

from across the eastern waters had gone a 

viking and succeeded. 
 

All I am saying, without having read ANY 

Tudor documents, I just wonder why we have 

been taught the Angles only gained Sussex. 

  

 
3 70 The great Breton including Anglia  Will come to be flooded very 
high by waters.J570 map See BOYAUMES de BRETON J811 map  

 
j652 Anglia is still called Anglia, and Candia is still Candia 

  

 

377.8 day new elliptical Earth orbit discovered October 2013. 

Distances in all graphs are measured in Astronomical Units, AU.   

(1 AU is the earth's separation from the sun.)  

The orbit graph shown above should appear approximately circular, but the 

new orbit is more elliptical than the current orbit.  

The lower section of the new orbit graph shows that the earth will go further 

from the sun (to 1.11AU at apogee). The upper section shows that it will also 

approach the sun more closely than it currently does. This closer approach 

occurs during summer of the Southern Hemisphere. Consequently, summers 

there will be hotter and the concurrent Northern winters will be milder.  

During summer of the Northern Hemisphere, the earth will be further from the 

sun and colder. It may seem strange, but these milder winters and cooler 

summers in the US and Europe are a terrible curse.Because the Southern 

Hemisphere is mainly ocean, the main effect of the increased solar heating in 

their summers will be to greatly increase evaporation from the southern oceans. 

Thick clouds will cover most of the earth during its "closer to the sun" part of 

the new orbit. The mild winters in the Northern Hemisphere and these 

constantly cloudy skies will produce frequent heavy snows, much like the great 

snowstorms that now occasionally occur in the late winter or early spring 

under similar conditions.  

The accumulated snow will not entirely melt in the cold summers that follows   

  

 
 

 
                      planetary reset 

    
 
                      

 

J570 
Tudor 
and 
j652 

Stuart 
in 

Anglia 
but the 

j811 
map 
says 

nothing 
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Another artifact found along with the Ica stones. It shows the Planetary Reset that arrives every 700 years give & take. 

The same on the Roswell rock and a couple of crop circles.       The same on this central America wall frieze. Those are 

men’s shoes circled in blue. These ships are from the fourth reich Sirius Subnasal Grayles of Crowley, MIMIC & NWO 
 

1 42  THE ORIGINAL says '0r' not 'os' in line 4  
Le dix Kalende d'Avril de faict Gothique, 
Resuscit encor par gens malins: 
Le feu estainct assembl diabolique, 
Cherchant les or du d'Amant & Pfelyn.       Psellus the Younger 

les or …plural, =  'knowledge' & ormus 
*April Calends was the Julian calendar. Started in April. 

† revived by removing 10 days for a Gotique calendar.  

The word “Gotique” was used only from J583 until the late J600s.        

ie: Until July J676 

1 42  
The tenth of the April Calends* by Gothic fashion, 
*is the 100th day of the Gregorian year, and the date Crowley 
wrote The Law of One taking it the wrong way. 
Is revived again by wicked people.      (Vril, 4th reich) 
The fire is put out and the diabolic gathering/Bilderberg 
seeking the gold of the 'Ornament' [Nostradamus] & Psellus.  
"gold" meaning ORMUS and the "knowledge" of  Michael 
Psellus the Younger = 'Chronographia' & ‘Daemonibus’ 

1  43  THE  ORIGINAL SPELLING 
Auant qu'auienne le changement d'empire, 
Il auiendra vn cas bien merueilleux, 
Le champ mue, le pilier de paphyre 
Mis, tranflatefus le rochier noillieux.              
 "translate"= geological   
see Presages J562, 559 

1 43 1 That advent before the changing of empire  
from fourth reich to GESARA 
a very wonderful event will take place. 
The field [Pegasus] moved, the pillar of Porphyry Milky Way  

Porphyry was an astronomer 

Putting the gnarled rock [a planet] in another place. 
"translation" means "moving earth" (Or Earth)[moves]  

 

J557 edition   J717 (C+F+718 woodcut)  

 
 
  
 
 
6 2  go to 5 80,  7 9 
In the year five hundred eighty more or less, 5::80                       
One will await a very strange cycle (astronomical) century: 
In the year seven hundred and nine witness the heavens  thereof, 7:9   
 

£   502  6 2 1  En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins,    Made the year five hundred eighty less and more, 

In October the year (Julian) 582, 10 days were removed from the "Pagan Julian kalends" with the excuse 

that the lunar calendar had become out of sync with the actual seasons.  Had something happened such as 

the 705BCE extra 5 day orbit* ? Had pope Gregorius really been in 1,582, he should have removed 13 days. 
Hans Ülricht Niemitz Middle Ages Never Happened 1997                 10 27 3 

Then, in January (the new fiscal year) of (J)583, pope Gregory for an unknown reason changed the ‘i’ prefix to a 

number 1. The detail which is totally misunderstood these days seems to be « what did the "  i " really represent ? 

Or even the lower case "j" which we see on the J499 Map – all the years numbered for the travellers are prefixed with 

a capital J except Magella, which is shown i520 – followed by the mapmaker using i600. There will be a reason for 

this – because it is also shown in the I.820 « set in stone » that I caught from an Antiques Roadshow, which has a 

capital J at the top right and a lower case j on the top left. We are told the answer to this puzzle in J562 edition 10 27 3 : 
Un Clement, Jules &  Aƒcans recules, Clement One, set back,the calendar (the first/kalends) Julius (Julian) & Ascanius, also known as iULUS 

 

  

6 1 for the Mudflood Group. Recall Marusek’s Pyrenees ground water 
Around the Pyrenees mountains a great throng    
Of alien people, new king/president aiding: 
Near the great temple of Le Mas by the Garonne, 
A Roman (Tartarian) chief will fear it in the water.  
 
 

 

J716-7 (1717) saw huge flooding 

inundation in eastern Europe and 

the new California.  Pages 563  & 

564 Chronology of Weather Events  
James A Marusek,,,  C+F+Marusek 
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• *there is a vignette page 2 showing i527  with A and a D inside the A, under the i527. Then there was the year with 

no summer following J536. Both of these happened prior to J582,  & must have been a world event. Notice that pope 

Gregory did not use Roman Numerals ? Or, at least, no one being allowed to look at Papal Bulls edicts can say;    

which always went to Greece at the time and not Rome : – so that the public will never discover. 

• The first puzzle we need to investigate is the difference between J & j. We are told in 10 27 3 that there IS 

a difference ! But not only in the quatrain, nor even in the J499 map, but also set in stone ! That Clement 

the 1st was involved. From this tantalizing set of clues we can at least omit any idea it  is J for Jesus, who 

was not yet born, or i for ieosus (Yesus) as some scholars are struggling to prove.  See the 1.820 hint here. 

 

C+F+545 
To get this video type into your non G00GLE search engine: 
What did Leonardo da Vinci’s “Last Supper” really look like?|DW . 

published in the Hidden Texts 2020/1344 

                         today is May   1346/2022 

currently re-searching why the i prefix seems to appear in Tudor time/places and 

why the lower case j prefix is used instead of the i or the capital J for Julian 

 

 

 

 

£   502  6 2 1  En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins, Made the year 580 more and less, from Allan Webber’s Template 

NELL ANNOTATES  CONNECTS: CONSTANTINOPLE CLEMENT ONE, OTTO, OCTO/eighth month OCTANTE/80 TUUO MENTIONS A CQIN/Dragon 

MONETISES SIMEON, get economy line  USES PLANET OCTANES AT UNSPELT COST. CONSTANT ANU PELEUS CO-TENANTS C.E   
QEII, CLANSMEN UISOR LENS SCANS NAMELESS OANNES SCUM NUISANCE CANCELS SUN, INSANE CLUES ELM CAT  IEAR 

➢ ELM date Sept 1 to 29 CAT is Rabbit-Hare year 2023 

   22 January 2023 - 9 February  2024  CQIN Water dragon yr   

7 24 4 grand de lorraine par the marquis du pont... great ones from lorraine = the free masonic fallen ones.  du pont – of the bridge/stargate 
see Chavigny’s illustration of the bridge from Pleiades C+F+i603 

  
The Tudor “England” Map  (C+F+590)  
does not show the word England, but  Anglia 
so saying by OUR COMPREHENSION OF HISTORY  
taught to us, that it may not have been the  
Church of England Henry 8th devised, if it was ANGLIA 
right up to Queen Elizabeth First, her demise in i603, 
when James 1st took over. 
And known as Angleterre  
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Presuming the Engraver was a human, then this 

engraver actually eyeballed these various animals 
 

The peoples said to have inscribed these stones are 

believed to have lived among the 500s. (j500s) The same 

i500s of a letter asking for a copy of the Last Supper. 
 

This fits with Peter (Pieter) Breughel The Elder 

who painted the Suicide of Saul, with domesticated 

Brontosaurs in the background, being ridden. 

How do we know they were domesticated, meaning bred 

for the purpose? Some show large white patches on their 

hides. This happens when inbreeding animals kept in 

captivity, such as mink. 

 

 

Titled “the earliest and largest cannon” Tsarist built 

and dated “1586” which was really J586  (it was only J582 

that the extra 1000 years was added to the calendar) - 

but August J.346 at Crecy saw the first war cannon used   

in the western hemisphere;  even though the Mameluk were 

thought to use one in 260 (this would fit with Polo returning 

to write about it in J271) 

These are important dates to work with the Hastings battle 

scenes in the Bayeux Tapestry. There is not the barest sign of 

gunpowder in the field. Mis-stated by many as 1066 it would 

NOT have taken from J271 to “1066” to invent muskets... 

The shields used by the cavalry and military in the tapestry 

would hardly fend off projectiles fired using gunpowder! 

Yet Nostradamus used the word “cannon” in the written works before J566  in 3 37, 3 84, 9 14, 9 28 and 11 3, was he predicting? 

Before he did, Leonardo Da Vinci also wrote regarding cannon, around i470. Was he also prophecying? 
 

 

Top left: 

Cepheus, with Branches in his Arm 

top right: 

lionman of the winds – Enlil/yhwh, to the right tentacled 

object hovering. Could be saying ‘don’t breathe on me’ 

Central man holding Black sun with another in the sky. Is this 

Zeus ? 

Sagittarius is facing the post  J686  direction, but Taurus sits 

in the pre J686 position, with Pisces* also in that old direction 

because this includes the Hastings tapestry-Tartarian flag 

Cetus in reverse. 

Leo Rampant is not reclining but is facing todays way. 

The Branches being held represent  DNA-lineages 

except for the bottom left which holds the Fleur-de-lis of 

electricity and what looks like a quiver but is seen in many 

Nazi Empire depictions.  A weapon 

bottom right : 
he is holding shew-Bread/ormus/ monatomic Gold. 
The central figure holding of the right hand is in the opposite to 
the top right... what does that mean? 

cancer in the day of Nostradamus, was a crayfish,  which 

changed to a crab (as we know it) around the same time as IIII 

became IV. So when did it change to a crayfish from a seabug ?  

*Celtic Pisces seems to depict more of Cetus and less of Formalhault of Pisces – this fits with the Celtic Zodiac itself which 

does not sit exactly on current zodiac dates, indicating a shift in C+F+precession. This zodiac here is in fact, the Celtic Zodiac. 
Dating this from ±705BCE to J686C.E. The term “Roman Empire” boundaries has not been explained to folk properly at all.  
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Old  (previous era) Celt ic Zodiac dates 
Aries    April (Willow) April 15 to May 12. First month of Pagan year The Head 

includes spring, Beltane, the first week in May 

Taurus  May  (Hawthorn) May 13 to June 9 (The Neck)        currently Taurus begins April 22nd  

Gemini  June (Oak)  June 10 to July 9.  (The Arms)            currently Gemini begins  May 22nd   

Cancer  July (Holly) July 8 to August 4 (The Chest)           currently Cancer begins June 21st  solstice 
interesting that the winter Yule tree Holly (for us in this era) was once in our summer, 

recall Otto had made July as Yule in J676... and why is it July 8th instead of July 10th ? 
Leo August (Hazelnut) August 5 to September 1st  (The Heart)                                currently begins July 21st  

Virgo September (Elm/GrapeVine) September 2 – September 29          currently begins August 23rd  

Libra October (IVY) September 30 to October 27, (kidneys,shins) currently begins September 22nd   

Scorpio November (Reed) October 28 (Yew) to November 24         currently begins October 21st   

Sagittarius  December (Elder) November 25 to December 22 (thighs)              begins November 22nd  

Capricorn (Birch) December 2423rd was solsticeto January 20. (knees)                   begins December 22nd  

Aquarius  (Rowan) Dragon tree? January 21 to February 17 (ankles)             currently begins January 21st  

Pisces  (Ash tree) February 18 – March 17 (The Feet) equinox was the 20th  currently begins February 22nd  

In Part 3  there is a collection of pre Nostradamus zodiacs which will be compared 
 

   j 603 
 

 

 

Over the door lintel at church/cathedral at Modena Italy 

Artur, a giant, wearing the harlequin suit of the Scythian 

 

and C+F+ Breton on its map 
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~ see the above on page one of RESETS published 2020 ~ 

C+F+PREUPDATE   the paragraph which does not appear in any of Marusek’s “updates” above 

 
 

See the apparel of the Giant on the left – it is the Scythian harlequin suit – detailed in the Hastings Tapestry, which if 

Hastings HAD been sometime around I066 (allowing for time to actually stitch it) then where is the gunpowder? Where 

are the muskets? C+F+Marco Polo returning to Europe in the late third century with gunpowder;  tells me that never in the 

history of warfare has a defining technology such as gunpowder over spear and swords – taken so long to develop! 

 

 

 Being a retired nuclear physicist, Marusek would be in the know regarding incoming visits by celestial bodies. This 1680 as an entry he never showed again C+F+686 


